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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report presents the observations and analyses of the Independent Monitor (IM) of Forest
Law Enforcement and Governance in the Republic of the Congo during the period from 1
January to 1 July 2008. It follows the first annual report that covered the period from January
2007 to April 2008, in which the results of the field missions had been left out to make room
for observations on more general operational and organisational aspects of law enforcement
by the Forest Administration.
During the first six-months of 2008, Resource Extraction Monitoring (REM), conducted four
new independent missions covering ten forest concessions located in the departments (forests
are divided into administrative units referred to henceforth as departments) of the Cuvette
Centrale, Kouilou and Niari. In addition, the reading committee met four times to validate
one mission report (five other reports were validated during the month of July). REM’s
various field missions revealed lapses in forestry company compliance with forest law and
identified some practices of the Forest Administration that could benefit from improvements.
REM regrets that no joint missions with the Forest Administration were able to be conducted
during these six months. Therefore, the usual field practices of law enforcement agents were
not observed, making analysis of these practices less complete.
The observations of the Forest Administration, via the Conference of Departmental Directors,
revealed a strong political commitment by the government to improving forest and fauna
resource management and exploitation practices. This commitment is demonstrated by the
opening of Voluntary Partnership Agreement negotiations between the Republic of the
Congo and the European Union (EU) in conjunction with the FLEGT process.
Nevertheless, despite the progress made by the Forest Administration in increasing
transparency, several problems were revealed in the forest concession allocation process.
Furthermore, determination to advance towards the management of all Forest Units has fallen
behind, especially in the southern part of the country where a support project will soon be
launched.
Regarding law enforcement and follow-up activities, it was discovered that the Forest
Administration’s forest unit inspection rate has been relatively low during the semester –
field missions covered 53% of forest concessions – with a large disparity between
departments.
Several issues requiring specific attention were revealed within the Departmental
Directorates, such as not updating the litigation registers and delays in transmitting the
necessary documents from the DDEFs to the DGEF. These aspects may lessen the
Administration’s effectiveness and transparency.
On the basis of the 6 mission reports that were validated during the semester, the main
infractions noted are: inaccurate filling of field documents (6), recurrent delays in the
implementation by logging companies of social contractual obligations (6), and non marking
of logs, stumps and abutments (3). The practices seem to recur due to the low amount of
fines, which do not deter companies from breaching the law, and to the lack of regular field
inspections by MEF to verify compliance. Additionally, recurrent delays were observed in the
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submission of requests by companies for annual cutting permits (5) and in the payment of
fines and forest taxes (5). In general, the Forest Administration does not take the necessary
steps to make companies comply with the law.
In response to the needs for improvement in forest law enforcement identified by the MEF
and illustrated in REM’s mission reports, it is important that displaying political commitment
be accompanied by the implementation of concrete measures.

5

INTRODUCTION
Project Context
By adopting the Africa Forest Law Enforcement and Governance (AFLEG) Ministerial
Declaration in October 2003, Congo committed to improving forest law enforcement and
governance. Similarly, by ratifying the Central African Forest Commission (COMIFAC)
treaty on the conservation and sustainable management of forest ecosystems in Africa in
2005, along with other international agreements, the Republic of the Congo has committed to
sustainable forest management. This commitment continues in the framework of the
implementation of the European Union FLEGT process.
In this context, the Ministry of Forest Economy (MEF) requested that an independent
monitoring project be implemented with the aim of good governance and transparency in
forest resource management. This project—“Capacity Building in the Congo Basin and
Independent Monitoring of Forest Law Enforcement and Governance in the Republic of the
Congo (IM-FLEG)”—is implemented by Forests Monitor and REM (Appendix 1). Slated to
last three years, it was launched in December 2006. Financing is currently provided by the
European Commission, the UK Department for International Development (DFID), and the
Netherlands Committee of the World Conservation Union (NC-IUCN).
Project Objectives
The general objective of the project is to promote good governance in the forestry sector and
support implementation of sustainable management policies through capacity building for
forest law enforcement and governance in the Congo Basin.
More specifically, the project aims to:
1. improve the government’s forest law enforcement and governance systems;
2. support transparent detection and documentation of forest law infractions;
3. train civil society in independent monitoring methods for forest law enforcement and
governance; and
4. raise awareness of independent monitoring regionally and assess the conditions for the
implementation of independent monitoring. 1

1

This report is devoted specifically to monitoring of forest law enforcement and governance. For more information on
objectives 3 and 4, see the reports available at:
http://www.forestsmonitor.org/en/capacity_building_congo
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1. RESULTS

1.1. Observations on Forest Administration Operations
1.1.1. Opening of VPA Negotiations as Part of the FLEGT Process
In response to the official request from the Republic of the Congo on 15 March 2008, FLEGTrade (FLEGT) negotiations officially opened on 24 and 25 June with an aim at establishing
a Voluntary Partnership Agreement that will ensure European importation of only legally
harvested timber. REM was invited to the negotiations along with various observers of the
process. During the negotiations, the following schedule was adopted:
•

•

•
•

31 July to 23 October, 2008: Congo-EU technical sessions (videoconference) and work
by the National Consultative Group on timber legality, traceability and law enforcement
strategies, and negotiations with the EU to validate the traceability system and law
enforcement strategy. This work will end on 23 October, and will be validated during a
formal negotiating session in Brussels.
18 November 2008 to 13 January, 2009: Congo-EU technical sessions (videoconference)
and work by the National Consultative Group on the independent audit system, proposal
of a VPA implementation schedule and the permit issuance system. As before, this stage
will conclude with a formal negotiating session in Brussels.
4-13 February, 2009, a Congo-EU technical session by videoconference will finalise the
VPA implementation schedule.
24-25 March 2009: Signature of the VPA

The work and assigned objectives targeting the signature of a VPA denote strong
commitment by the government to reforming and improving its system and highlight a series
of challenges to be met by the Forest Administration in regard to forest law enforcement
modalities and timber traceability. In light of the outcome of the first working sessions, it
seems that the announced schedule will need to be pushed back to allow an effective
verification system to be designed.
1.1.2. National DDEF Conference
A Conference of Departmental Directors of Forest Economy, the second of its kind since the
start of the 2000s, was held in Impfondo in the department of Likouala from 24 to 28 March
2008. The objectives of this conference were to harmonise MEF agent and executive
knowledge and practices, identify and discuss a certain number of problems in regard to the
Forest Administration, and formulate recommendations on how to improve the system. This
initiative reveals the existence of real reflection within the MEF in order to identify weak
points in its service operations.
Among the directives cited, one can note:
• more systematic inspections of logging sites to prevent fraud, and of sawmills to monitor
lumber yields;
• rigorous monitoring of the fulfilment of the cahier de charge (including establishing base
camps);
• timely submission of the DDEFs’ annual reports to the DGEF, as well as company
monthly production reports to allow the 85/15 quota to be monitored;
7

•
•

the use of more dissuasive measures on logging companies to improve collection of forest
taxes; and
the allocation of more funds, equipment and staff to the DDEFs.

On the points generating discussion, the following emerged:
• the lack of rigour in applying certain legal and regulatory provisions in light of the
changes in the socio-economic context since the drafting of the forest code ;
• a lack of rigour in enforcing certain texts by Forest Administration agents and executives
(and sometimes difficulties linked to the implementation of unrealistic regulations);
• non-compliance with certain legal and regulatory provisions by logging companies and
other actors;
• difficulties verifying the circulation of hunting products and collecting forest taxes
(notably regarding fauna and non-wood forest products);
• the lack of industry monitoring, in part due to a lack of procedures;
• the difficulty supplying large urban centres with transformed goods;
• difficulties enforcing compliance with the 85/15 quota in part due to a lack of follow-up
on monthly production reports by the DDEFs;
• the insufficiency of the DDEFs’ human, financial and material resources; and
• non-satisfactory management of the Forest Fund, notably disbursement delays that
prevent activity planning and the lack of funds allocated to the DDEFs.
The primary recommendations are as follows:
• enforce legal and regulatory provisions, particularly those pertaining to inspection of
logging sites, delivery of annual logging permits, compliance with cahier des charges
obligations, and regular submission of production reports;
• improve monitoring of the forestry industry;
• improve management of data on the exploitation of fauna and non-wood forest products;
• improve the DDEFs’ operational capacities by allocating adequate human, financial and
material resources;
• monitor the 85/15 quota based on production predictions, monthly production reports, and
export data; and
• increase support from local authorities and police to MEF agents for the monitoring of
forest and fauna products.
REM recommends that, at the end of the year, the Forest Administration organises a formal
evaluation, in the presence of REM, to follow-up on recommendations identified during the
Conference of Departmental Directors.

1.1.3. Adoption of the 2008 Forest Fund Budget
The budget adopted for 2008 is FCFA 6,513,621,428 (9,929,951 Euros), down 5.6%
compared to 2007. The distribution of the budget has not undergone any major modifications
compared to 2007, and follows the general downwards trend.
Reasons given for a reduction of the budget in 2008:
Forest revenues for 2008 are forecast at FCFA 18,134,945,697 (27,646,546.50 Euros), a drop
of 40% compared to the FCFA 29,749,330,383 (45,352,561.80 Euros) collected in 2007
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(Table 1). Given the 60/40 2 ratio, the Forest Fund announces a transfer of FCFA
5,722,869,751 (8,724,458.70 Euros) from the Public Treasury to the Forest Fund for 2008.
REM notes that the actual implementation of the 60/40 ratio would have allowed a transfer of
a higher amount (7,253,978,279 FCFA or 11,058,618.60 Euros). It seems that the 8% gap,
which was not explained, includes the risk of a partial transfer linked to the dysfunction of
the mechanism.
According to the Forest Fund (Forest Fund Budget, Year 2008), “this drop in revenues is
mainly caused by the announced elimination of the surtax on exported logs.” Indeed, while
the forest code had set a 15% quota on logs authorised for export, logging companies were
initially authorised to export more than 15% of their timber production if they paid surtax. 3
This transitional measure was normally to be repealed on 1 January 2005 4 but continued into
2006. Following the results of the negotiations between the government of Congo and the
World Bank in the framework of the HIPC initiative, the surtax was definitively eliminated
and, since 2007, any logging company that exceeds the 15% timber export quota is supposed
to receive an official statement of offence. However, the documentation evaluating
compliance with the 85/15 quota for each company for the year 2007 has not yet been
validated, thus preventing the appropriate Forest Administration services from establishing
official statements of offence for going over the quota 5 - 6 , and thus replacing the surtax with
fines. The current risk is therefore that the non-respect of the 85/15 quota for 2007 is neither
subject to surtax, nor a fine during 2008.
Possible consequences on DDEF law enforcement activities
In the context of a decrease of the Forest Fund budget, the DDEF see their budget reduced by
5-10%.
This may not affect the functioning of DDEF if the Forest Fund management committees
decide to increase the actual fund disbursement. Committee meetings are held following the
receipt of an amount returned from the Treasury. On this instance 7 , the allocation of the
amount received is decided according to the budget and the priority given to different
activities of MEF services. It should be noted that REM highlighted in its previous report that
in 2006, the total amount effectively allocated to DDEF was only 22% of the forecasted
amount.

2

Order No.7702/PMCAGP‐CAB of 5 December 2005 specifies that on a quantity of 60/40, a retrocession of 60% must be
made to the Treasury and 40% to the Forest Fund.
3
Order No. 99/MEFE/MEFB of 6 January 2005 setting the surtax rate on exported timber for the year 2004; Order No.
2731/MEFE/MEFB of 17 March 2005 setting the surtax rate on exported timber for the year 2004
4
Circular No. 0896/MEFE/DGEF/DF of 16 July 2004 from the DGEF to the chief executive officers of logging companies
mentioning that companies have been authorised to export more than 15% of their average timber production in exchange
for payment of a surtax since 2003, and that this provision was temporary until 31 December 2004.
5

In an evaluation of the respect of the 85/15 quota per Company for 2007, the Forest Administration proposed an
amount of 500,000 FCFA for a breach of the quota by 1%. However, the evaluation document has not yet been
discussed and this amount should be seen as an indicator only. The document has been awaiting review since April
2008.
6
To date, following proposals from the World Bank, the Ministry plans a more flexible system, so that the quota
85/15 is applied at national level and not per company.
7
The frequency of this type of committee varies, in general there are several a year
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During the DDEF national conference, the Minister stressed the need for the Forest
Administration to aim for more systematic investigations in the field to prevent fraud, which
necessitates a larger allocation of funds, equipment, and staff to the DDEFs. This directive
should be followed-up with the management committee to ensure that the forecasted drop in
the DDEFs’ budget is offset by an optimisation in the use of available funds and improved
planning of payments.
REM recommends that the evaluation document concerning the respect of the 85/15 quota
per company for 2007 be validated as soon as possible to enable the establishment of the
necessary legal processes and recovery of fines. REM also recommends that the planned cut
in Departmental Directorate budgets be offset by optimising the use of the available funds,
combined with better planning of disbursements taking into account scheduled activities, in
order to attain the objectives set by the Ministry.

Table 1 : Projected Forest-Related Revenues for 2008 (source: Forest Fund)

Area Charge
Export Duty
Felling Tax (area permit)
Felling Tax (plantations)
Tax on Special Permits
Clearing Tax
Fines and Sale of Seized Products
Fauna Revenue
Revenue from Previous Years
Import Duty
Export Surtax
TOTAL

Estimated Amount (FCFA)
3 114 971 900
6 524 956 863
5 286 876 234
10 000 000
19 600 000
97 000 000
300 000 000
18 840 000
2 762 700 700
‐
0 vs. 15 500 000 000 (2007)
18 134 945 697

Variation (2007/2008)
+ 11.32%
+ 43.84%
+ 4.60%
+ 66.66%
+ 30.66%
‐15.61%
+ 50%
‐ 24.64%
+ 84.18%
‐
‐ 100%
‐ 39.04%

1.1.4. Coverage Rate and Organisation of Forest Administration Law Enforcement
Missions
To this day, it remains difficult to know exactly how many logging sites and woodprocessing units the MEF directorates have inspected, which would make it possible to
evaluate the national coverage (number of inspections per concession per department per
year). This is because of a lack of easily accessible information (the lack of data on
completed missions in the MEF service reports is discussed in more detail in REM’s first
annual report), combined with the wide range of missions that focus on different aspects of
inspection or follow-up. It was nevertheless possible to reconstruct an approximate schedule
of missions for the MEF’s main central and decentralised services in charge of forest law
enforcement 8 (see Appendix 2).

8

Based on interviews with all Departmental Directors of Forest Economy (12) and the primary central services in
Brazzaville (4) (Forest Directorate; Inspectorate‐General of Forest Economy; Directorate of Fauna and Protected Areas;
Directorate of Forest Resource Management).
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The results of this exercise are that 37 missions focusing on one or several aspects of law
enforcement were conducted during the first half of 2008 by the main services in charge of
forest monitoring on more than 26 forest units (FEU/FMA) (Table 2). Forest unit coverage
amounts to an average of 53%. Although this estimate does not include aspects relative to
forest law enforcement brigades or the number of active companies, 9 it is appropriate to
conclude that coverage is relatively low, with great disparities between departments. It is
particularly low in the South, where the majority of forest units are currently under
exploitation. According to comments from MEF on the first annual REM report,
investigations on forest exploitation permits are done on a quarterly basis, as per decree
2002-437. REM’s understanding is that the frequency of field investigations in logging sites
is not mentioned anywhere in legal documents. Only the frequency of document verifications
is specified by law.
During its investigations, REM noted that none of the law enforcement brigades from MEF
were created by Order, as planned by article 18 of Decree 98-175 of 12 May 1998 regarding
the task allocation and the organisation of the DGEF 10 . Law enforcement brigades, which
are supposed to constitute the core of field level law enforcement, cannot rely on any text
specifying their roles and working modalities. This aspect was raised during the DDEF
conference.
It seems important that the Forest Administration rapidly develops tools to define and followup forest sector law enforcement, also useful within the framework of the FLEGT process,
including:
‐ A legal text detailing the structure and roles of forest law enforcement units of MEF
‐ A forest law enforcement strategy prescribing, among other, the frequency of enforcement
missions in logging areas and processing units, as well as the organisation of law
enforcement by the different services (brigades, DDEF, Central services, IGEF). This
strategy should include indicators enabling the objective assessment of forest law
enforcement coverage and quality carried out by different services.
Table 2: Forest Unit Coverage by MEF Services (1st half of 2008)

Departments
Likouala
Sangha
Cuvette – West
Cuvette
Plateaux
Bouenza
Niari
Lekoumou
Kouilou
TOTAL

Number
of
Department

Inspections
5
9
1
1
1
1
9
8
2
37

per

FUs visited / FUs allocated
5 of 9
5 of 5
1 of 1
1 of 1
1 of 1
1 of 1
5 of 16
5 of 10
2 of 5
26 of 49

55%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
31%
50%
40%
53%

9

In some departments in the southern zone, especially the departments of Niari and Lékoumou, a large share of logging
companies have momentarily ceased logging for various reasons (financial problems, etc.).
10

Forest law enforcement units are created, according to necessity, in regions or districts by order from the
Minister. They are directed by heads of unit which rank as office managers.
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1.1.5. Management Plan Elaboration and Implementation
No new management plans were adopted between 1 January and 30 June 2008. The number
of managed forest concessions is still 3, or only 6% of allocated forests 11 (see details as of 30
June 2008 in Appendix 3).
In regard to memoranda of understanding for the elaboration of management plans, a new
memorandum was signed on 18 January 2008 by the DGEF and the Asia Congo company in
regard to the FEUs of Louvakou, Matsanga, Gongo Ndzambi and Bambama. However, work
in the field has not yet started.
Furthermore, the baseline studies, multi-resource inventory reports, and harvesting sequences
for the management of the FMUs of Lopola and Mokabi-Dzanga (respectively allocated to
the companies BPL and Mokabi) have been examined and validated. These companies are
currently drafting their management plans, as are the companies ITBL, Thanry and Likouala
Timber whose studies were already validated in the second half of 2007.
This delay can be partially explained by the fact that most logging companies in the southern
part of the country have industrial processing agreements (IPAs), which implies that
management is the responsibility of the MEF rather than the companies themselves. This is
not the case for companies with management and processing agreements (MPAs), more
frequent in the northern part of the country, who are directly responsible for the development
of their own management plan.
However, REM has received confirmation of the upcoming implementation of a concession
management support project, notably in southern Congo (IPA and MPA), financed mainly by
the Agence Française de Développement and based at the CNIAF. This project will provide
companies with support, specifically on mapping, staff training and drafting of management
plans. In exchange, the companies will provide staff to establish transects and perform
inventories. The modalities will be specified in memoranda of understanding. The project
should start during the first half of 2009. 12 Field work could commence at the end of 2009 or
early 2010.

REM recommends that the Forest Administration establish a provisional calendar of steps
relative to the elaboration of management plans for each forest concessions which is not yet
under a management plan. This calendar should be applied from 2009, taking into account
the project in support of management plan development.
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Three forest concessions have validated management plans: the Kabo FMU with an MPA (CIB company, approved in
2006), the Pokola FMU with an MPA (CIB company, approved in December 2007), and the Ngombé FMU with an IPA (IFO
company, approved in November 2007).
12
At this stage, an expression of interest has been published, and the submission dossiers could therefore be examined
before the end of the year 2008.
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1.1.6. Implementation of Surveillance and Anti-Poaching Units
During its missions, REM was able to observe poaching activities within forest concessions
on several occasions (Photo 1). For the moment, Surveillance and Anti-Poaching Units
(SAPUs) have only been established in the northern part of the country where 3 have been in
place since 2007 13 with more or less significant results. Two new SAPUs are under
negotiation. They concern the Tala-Tala FMU allocated to the SIFCO company and the
Mokabi-Ndanzga FMU allocated to the Mokabi company. In the southern zone, a model
memorandum of understanding is currently being elaborated by the Directorate of Fauna and
Protected Areas (DFAP).
REM recommends that the Forest Administration take the necessary measures to allow more
rapid adoption of the memoranda of understanding regarding the establishment of SAPUs,
notably for logging companies located in the southern part of the country.
Figure 1: Drying ape skin (chimpanzee or baby gorilla) (Léboulou FEU, SOFIL company, June 2008)

1.2. Forest Area Allocation Procedures
During these six-months, several cases drew REM’s attention.
‐ The first concerns the new allocation of a forest concession (the Enyelle Ibenga FMU to
the Million Well Congo Bois Company).
‐ The others concern the re-sizing the Mambili FMU and compliance with the legal process
for transferring the Cotovindou FEU to the SICOFOR company. 14
These examples illustrate a certain lack of transparency in the processes followed by the
Forest Administration in regard to defining and managing the state’s permanent forest estate
and the need for improvement.
1.2.1. The Enyellé Ibenga Forest Unit Allocation Process
Following the Forest Commission meeting on 08 March 2008 that approved the Million Well
Congo Bois Company’s dossier for the development of the Enyellé-Ibenga FMU, REM

13
14

Likouala Timber’s Bétou FMU; IFO’s Ngombé FMU; CIB’s Pokala FMU.
See reports No. 02/OIF/REM and No. 03/OIF/REM.
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drafted an analysis that it transmitted to the MEF to inform it of the problems observed
during the approval procedure.15 The analysis presented here was completed following the
allocation of the FMU, ending with the signature of the agreement. 16
This analysis first restates the legal framework of the procedure to approve any area request
application and sign any agreement (see graph of the allocation process in Appendix 4). It
then describes how the Forest Commission meeting proceeded, before examining the
dysfunctions observed throughout the FMU approval procedure.
Background
A. Legal Framework for the Procedure
The Forest Code (Article 73), states that the Forest Commission is responsible for approving
17
the allocation of Forest Units. The Forest Code governs the Forest Units and determines
the modalities for allocating them. 18 Applications submitted in response to a call for tender
are selected by the Forest Commission. All candidates for an Agreement (MPA or IPA)
submit a dossier containing the items cited in Article 157 of the forest code application
decree. 19 The candidates submit their dossiers to the DDEF concerned and must, before final
submission, discuss the items with the Departmental Director. 20
The technical committee, via the DGEF, examines the content of the dossiers transmitted by
the DDEFs. It rejects dossiers that are incomplete or that contain copies of criminal records
that mention serious breaches of forest regulations. 21 The examined dossiers are then
transmitted to the members of the Forest Commission at least two weeks before it meets. 22
The Commission examines and evaluates the applicant dossiers according to the criteria
mentioned in Article 73 paragraph 4 23 of the Forest Code and Article 161 of the Forest Code
application decree. 24 Applicants are approved by the Forest Commission based on these
criteria.

15

Cf. Letter No. 199‐POIF‐AS/2008 of 25 April 2008

17

This approval is different from that granted by the Minister of Forest Economy to exercise the logging profession in the
Republic of the Congo, and must not be confused with the approval granted by the Forest Commission. In principle, the
Forest Commission approves applications for areas offered in calls for tender, hence the term “approval”. But, all
candidates responding to the call for tender must first receive a licence. This licence is what gives them the right to apply.
Without it, their applications are rejected. The approval granted by the Forest Commission therefore allows candidates
whose dossiers have been approved to obtain a logging permit by signing an MPA or IPA.
18
Applications for industrial processing agreements (IPAs) or management and processing agreements (MPAs) are solicited
through calls for tender launched by decision of the Minister of Forest Economy.
19
Agreement request on plain paper; company articles of association and list of shareholders and directors; logging
references; certified copy of the board of directors’ deliberations; civil status, profession, residence and a copy of the
criminal record of the person in charge of submitting the application; registration numbers on the trade registry and
building loan registry; detailed list specifying, among other things, existing buildings and equipment in Congo, current
logging and processing equipment with the corresponding asset start dates, projected investments, job evolution by
professional category, rise in logging production, etc.
20
Article 159, paragraph 2 of the forest code application decree
21
Article 159, paragraph 3 of the forest code application decree
22
Article 160, paragraph 2 of the forest code application decree
23
The socio‐economic impact of the applicants’ activities, the guarantees that their financial situations and equipment
provide, and the commitment to implementing a management plan
24
The applicants’ professionalism, the type and status of their associates, the applicants’ experience in the logging
profession, the volume of investments, and the source of capital, among other things.
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It should be noted that appendices to the Forest Code that provide information to applicants,
were added in 2007 by the Directorate-General of Forest Economy following the
recommendations of a World Bank study on the allocation of logging permits. The Forest
Administration has also established a system for rating the responses to calls for tender based
on indicators divided into three categories of criteria (administrative/legal, technical, and
economic/financial). This system, not included in the existing legal framework, is based on
indicators that correspond to the procedural standards enacted by the forest law, its
subsequent texts, and national management directives. These measures were adopted with the
goal of moving progressively towards a clarification of applicant obligations and improving
the call for tender evaluation system. 25 This rating system was used for the first time during
this call for tender that was, in this way, based on dossiers being admissible only if they
received at least 50% of all possible points.
In addition to the party winning the call for tender,26 the Forest Commission designates a best
runner-up for each forest area offered in the call for tender. 27 Approved and disqualified
applicants are notified by the Forest Commission, and a procedure leading to the signature of
the agreement is then begun by the parties. It is only following the signature of the agreement
and the publication of the order approving the agreement that a forest unit is actually
attributed.

B. Forest Commission Meeting
The purpose of the Forest Commission meeting on 08 March 2008, under the chairmanship
of the Minister of Forest Economy, was to examine the dossiers submitted following the call
for tender issued by Order No. 5069/MEF/CAB of 26 June 2007 for the development of the
Enyellé Ibenga FMU located in the department of Likouala. The outcome of this meeting was
to identify the applicant that should be approved by the Commission.
Four dossiers were submitted for the development of the Enyellé-Ibenga FMU by the logging
companies PAMELA, Million Well Congo Bois, BUIC-Forest and DDF.
The results presented by the technical committee (DGEF) are supposed to guide the members
of the Forest Commission when choosing which dossiers to approve. There is therefore an
open discussion during the Forest Commission meeting with the goal of the members
designating, after discussion, the approved candidate. In this specific case, the technical
committee (DGEF) shared its conclusions with the Forest Commission members and guests.
The proposed ratings were, however, not discussed by the other members of the Forest
Commission. Among the dossiers examined, the Forest Commission deemed the dossiers
submitted by the PAMELA, Buic-Forest and DDF 28 companies to be unacceptable because

25

The World Bank does not yet deem this system to be able to comply with the competition conditions for calls for tender.
Beyond applicants whose dossiers have been approved by the Forest Commission.
27
The purpose of designating a runner‐up candidate is to begin negotiations with this party if the candidate approved by
the Forest Commission steps aside, and to avoid re‐issuing a new call for tender.
28
These companies received scores of less than 50: 23 for PAMELA and 10.75 for DDF. The company BUIC was not rated
since, lacking articles of association, it does not officially exist.
26
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they received ratings of less than 50% and contained many weaknesses. 29 Following the
commission meeting, the Million Well Congo Bois dossier 30 was approved pending the
condition that it submits the elements missing from the dossier to the Forest Administration.
A certain number of observations can be made on the conditions under which the Million
Well Congo Bois dossier was approved by the Forest Commission on 08 March 2008 for the
development of the Enyellé-Ibenga FMU, and which led to the signature of the agreement by
the company.
Observations by REM
A. On the Preparation of Dossiers in Response to the Call for Tender
Article 157 of the Forest Code application decree determines the composition of the dossiers
of all those replying to a call for tender (documents that all candidates must include).
Paragraphs 2 and 4 of Article 159 make it mandatory for applicants to discuss the elements of
their dossiers with the local DDEF 31 and states that incomplete dossiers are to be rejected by
the Technical Committee (DGEF). 32 On this last point, Article 159, paragraph 4 clearly states
that: “The DGEF examines the content of the dossiers. It rejects incomplete dossiers.”
Therefore, only complete dossiers can be submitted to the Forest Commission.
As was the case for the other dossiers, 33 some of the documents required under the
abovementioned article were missing from the Million Well Congo Bois application dossier,
notably an identification number, and the certified copy of the board of directors deliberations
deciding to apply for a logging permit.
The Million Well Congo Bois dossier as well as the three other dossiers submitted for the
development of this FMU were all incomplete and should therefore have been rejected by the
technical committee (DGEF) according to the aforementioned principle.
On this subject, the minutes of the Forest Commission meeting state that: “the Forest
Administration cannot reject incomplete dossiers, as this is the Forest Commission’s
responsibility.” Furthermore, the chairman of the Forest Committee also revealed that: “new
companies are created only with the goal of replying to the call for tender. Some of the basic
elements of the application dossier, such as the minutes of the General Meeting of
Shareholders having decided to apply, are not always required. The most important thing is to
approve a company likely to mobilise the necessary funding for the effective and rational

29

PAMELA’s dossier was missing, among other things, the elements on the elaboration of the FMU management plan, the
industrial schema, the detailed presentation of the sawing unit, the bank guarantee, and proof of capital.
The same was true of DDF’s dossier, for which one must add a failure to comply with legal provisions on the payment of
forest taxes and fines (DDF is a company that had already been attributed an FMU in the Republic of the Congo, and it can
only be allocated another area if the MEF deems it capable of complying with forest law).
30
It received 53.5 points based on three criteria examined.
31
The purpose of such consultation is to allow candidates to establish complete dossiers.
32
After analysing the applications in compliance with the provisions of Article 159, paragraph 4 of the forest code
application decree, the DGEF (technical committee) verifies landed property and movable assets, and the existing logging
and processing equipment declared (this is the mission to verify the applicants’ technical capacity) (cf. Article 158 of the
forest code application decree). It also reserves the right to investigate the applicants’ character.
33
This was the case with 3 other applicants (cf. summary sheets presented to the Forest Commission by the DGEF technical
committee).
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development of the FMU concerned.” Finally, according to other comments by the MEF, the
use of the rating system (which was not initially planned in the Forest Code) requires that
certain regulatory provisions such as the rejection of dossiers by the technical committee no
longer be followed because, in this case, the rating system itself makes it possible to
distinguish between incomplete dossiers.
Despite the explanations provided by the Forest Administration, it is important that all
candidates include all the necessary documents in their applications to guarantee that
examination of the dossiers is fair. On this subject, it is appropriate to recall the role of the
Departmental Directors of Forest Economy in regard to applicants when establishing dossiers
in compliance with the legal provisions.
REM recommends that, henceforth, the DDEFs ensure that they provide candidates with all
the information they need to build their dossiers before they are transmitted to the DGEF
with recommendations. It would be desirable that the DGEF send all the DDEFs a service
memo on this subject.
Furthermore, in the case that application dossiers are submitted directly to the central
administration (Cabinet, DGEF), it is recommended that these dossiers be re-dispatched to
the relevant DDEFs for verification.

B. On the Role of the Technical Committee and Forest Commission
The role of the Technical Committee run by the DGEF is primarily to examine the dossiers
transmitted with recommendations from the DDEFs, accepting or rejecting them based on the
articles mentioned in the preceding paragraph. Similarly, according to Article 158 of Decree
No. 2002-437, the Forest Administration reserves the right to investigate the applicants’ legal
background and verify their technical capacity and other assets (verification of goods, both
movable and immovable, and logging and processing equipment declared). 34
Once these elements have been collected, the Technical Committee transmits the dossiers to
the Forest Commission at least two weeks before it meets. These dossiers are transmitted
with a summary sheet and a rating sheet previously elaborated by the Technical Committee
for each of the applying companies (new dossier rating system based on indicators divided
into three categories of criteria: administrative/legal, technical, and economic/financial).
For its part, the Forest Commission examines the dossiers transmitted by the Technical
Committee. In addition to the new rating system set up, two texts are used that define the
Forest Commission’s role and the criteria by which applicant dossiers must be evaluated.
According to the provisions of Article 161 of the Forest Code application decree, the Forest
Commission evaluates the dossiers and the applicants’ commitment to working for
sustainable forest management with the assistance of various criteria. 35 Similarly, under the

34

Verification missions were conducted by MEF agents in the context of this call for tender. The reports are available.
Financial soundness of the company or equity capital, professionalism of the applicant and his or her experience in the
logging profession, nature and quality of his or her associates, commercial outlets for products, industrial integration
schema, FMU management programme, volume of investments and nature of capital, number of jobs to create, proposals

35
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provisions of Article 73, paragraph 4, of the Forest Code, “the socio-economic impact of the
applicants’ activities, the guarantees that their financial situations and equipment provide, and
their commitment to implementing a management plan are the criteria by which to evaluate
submissions.”
In this specific case, the Forest Commission secretariat presented the Technical Committee’s
ratings and observations of each applicant. Among the four candidates, the Million Well
Congo Bois company had received the largest number of points. 36
While the members of the Forest Commission did receive the candidate dossiers with the
summary and rating sheets elaborated by the Technical Committee, it appears that these
dossiers were transmitted late 37 and the rating sheets did not contain the Technical
Committee’s individual ratings for each criterion. These ratings were only given to the
commission members during the Forest Commission meeting when the commission
secretariat read them.
Furthermore, the first time that the rating system was used was during this commission
meeting. The members were, therefore, given a detailed explanation of how to use this new
tool. Despite these explanations, it turned out that the meeting focused primarily on reading
the ratings attributed by the Technical Committee, without the ratings being discussed by the
other members of the Forest Commission.
Due to the fact that the rating sheets were transmitted without the Technical Committee’s
notes, combined with the delay in transmitting the dossiers and the new nature of the rating
system, not all members were sufficiently prepared for the review. These circumstances led
to a situation in which the Forest Commission did not fully play its role in the application
review process.
In regard to the Technical Committee, REM recommends that:
‐ The dossiers be transmitted to the members of the Forest Commission on time.
‐ The rating sheets given to the members of the Forest Commission be accompanied by the
Technical Committee’s ratings for each of the criteria used. On this point, REM suggests
that a section on the ratings provided by the Technical Committee be added to the rating
sheet.
‐ The results of any investigations into the candidates’ legal background and/or of the
verification of their capacities be included with the dossiers transmitted to the members
of the Forest Commission. 38

on participation in the departmental socio‐economic development programme, the applicant’s self‐sufficiency and food
security programme.
36
The Million Well Congo Bois dossier received 70% of possible points; the DDF company’s dossier, 14.14%; the PAMELA
company’s dossier, 23.23%; the BUIC company’s dossier was not rated because it lacked a crucial document (its
memorandum of understanding).
37
The exact dates on which the dossiers were received by the members of the Forest Commission are not known, but the
minutes of the Forest Commission meeting mentions a delay in transmission. What is more, the files on the development
of the Enyellé–Ibenga FMU were given to REM the day before the Forest Commission meeting.
38
This would allow members of the Forest Commission to be informed on the various aspects taken into account by the
Technical Committee.
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For the next Forest Commission meetings, REM also recommends greater participation by
all members in evaluating the dossiers, notably by examining the ratings established by the
technical committee.
C. On Fulfilment of the Conditions for Approval
The dossier of the company designated by the Forest Commission as having won the call for
tender, 39 the Million Well Congo Bois Company, was approved pending submission of the
elements missing from the dossier. The Forest Commission demanded that the company
produce the following documents: proof of capital and the bank guarantee for the loans
intended to finance the investments. Although noted as missing in the summary sheet, the
identification number and the certified copy of the board of directors’ deliberations were not
included on this list.
On several occasions, REM requested copies of the documents the company needed to
present to the Forest Administration. To date, it has not received any information on this
subject.
It would appear that the MEF signed the Million Well agreement without following the
Forest Commission’s conclusions demanding that the company provide the documents
necessary for the negotiations to continue.
REM recommends that, in the future, the decision be made to suspend all negotiations
intended to lead to the signature of an agreement as long as the applicant whose dossier was
approved conditionally has not provided the required documents.
D. On the Agreement Signature Procedure
Following the Forest Commission meeting, a winner and a runner-up 40 are designated for
each FMU offered in the call for tender. The winner is the person that was approved by the
Commission but has not yet been attributed the forest concession. The two notions are
distinct and must not be confused. Being approved by the Forest Commission to develop an
FMU means that the Forest Commission, according to criteria based on legal texts, evaluated
the candidates’ applications and determined which people were approved for the areas cited
in the call for tender. In short, this means that only approved people will be called to
negotiate an agreement with the government. 41 When it comes to the notion of “being
attributed an FMU for its development,” this implies that the negotiations with the aim of
signing an agreement have been undertaken and completed by the parties, and also that the
agreement has been signed by the Minister of Forest Economy and the logging company
concerned. The allocation is only effective from the date on which the order approving the
agreement is published.

39

The runner‐up was not explicitly designated, but logically would be the company placing second under the rating system.
The interest in designating a runner‐up is to be found in the event that the conditions set by the Administration in view
of negotiating the agreement do not satisfy the party that won the call for tender. In this set of circumstances, the runner‐
up takes the winner’s place without a need to issue a new call for tender. In the case of the development of the Enyellé‐
Ibenga FMU, a winner (Million Well Congo Bois) was designated but no runner‐up was designated.
41
The runner up is only called to negotiate if the winner desists.
40
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The signature of an agreement follows a specific procedure defined by the Articles 153 to
170 of Decree No. 2002-437 and characterised by several stages:
1. Confirmation from the approved company that it wishes to continue the process
2. Payment by the approved company of the bank guarantee as a security
3. Start of negotiations on the provisions of the agreement
In order to be informed of the process followed before the agreement was signed, REM sent
letters 42 requesting that MEF provide copies of the required documents, including the Million
Well bank guarantee and the minutes of a consultation meeting held with the local authorities
in the department concerned. 43
To date, only the minutes of a consultation meeting held on 13 and 14 May 2008 between the
company’s representatives, MEF and the departmental council were obtained after a long
wait 44 (the minutes were, what is more, not signed by the head of the company). Given the
partial nature of the information obtained, REM has doubts as to whether or not the procedure
was followed.
4. Presentation of the establishment agreement signed with the Ministry of Planning
Under the terms of Article 154 of Decree No. 2002-437, “reaching an industrial processing
agreement or a management and processing agreement is subject to the prior presentation of
the establishment agreement between the company concerned and the government.” The
establishment agreement is written by the appropriate offices in the Ministry of Planning, in
consultation with the Directorate-General of Forest Economy.
In this specific case, the Million Well agreement was signed without the company having
presented its establishment contract although this is a sine qua non condition for signing the
agreement itself.
5. Signature of the agreement and publication of the order approving the agreement
It appears that the Million Well Company signed its agreement with the government of
Congo on 15 May 2008. The order approving the agreement was issued on 28 May.
Agreements can only be signed when all the stages mentioned above have been completed.
As REM does not have official knowledge of their completion, we cannot state that the
agreement signature procedure was followed.
In regard to the above, REM recommends that, for future calls for tender, a cancellation
measure also be applied in the case of non-compliance with the procedure leading to the
signature of an agreement (notably in regards to payment of the bank guarantee; opening of
negotiations on the clauses of the agreements; and signature of an establishment agreement).

42

No. 217‐POIF‐AS dated 26 May 2008, and No. 261‐POIF‐AS dated 26 July 2008
The company must obtain the departmental authorities’ opinion on the development proposals.
44
The report was not transmitted directly in response to the letters sent by REM. It was only obtained in the month of
October, following the comments by the MEF in regard to the present report mentioning the existence of the report.
43
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Despite the progress announced by the Forest Administration in increasing transparency,
including the adoption of a rating system, 45 REM’s observations have revealed several
irregularities in the process to allocate the Enyellé Ibenga FMU, as well as difficulty in
obtaining the documents necessary for effective independent monitoring.
With the aim of increasing the transparency and competitiveness of the process, REM
recommends that regulations defining the modalities for selecting candidates and allocating
logging permits be adopted, in accordance with the World Bank’s conclusions. It would be
desirable to wait until such a text has been adopted before issuing any new calls for tender
for the development of forest management units or logging units.
1.2.2. Conditions under which the Mambili MFU Was Re-Sized
In accordance with Order No. 3010/MEFE/CAB/DGEF/DF/SGF of 4 July 2003, the Mambili
FMU was created with a surface area of approximately 174,833 hectares located in the
Central administrative forestry unit. After a call for tender issued in 2004, 46 the Forest
Commission approved the Mambili Wood dossier on the condition that additional ecological
and socio-economic studies be conducted. 47 These studies were conducted in 2005, validated
by the MEFE in 2006, 48 , 49 and led to the signature of the agreement.
During the Mambili Wood agreement signing ceremony on 05 June 2007, the DGEF 50
mentioned the nature of the agreement, including the size of the Mambili FMU which was set
at 174,833 ha. However, it seems that, in the agreement that was signed by the parties on 5
June and approved by order on 02 August, 51 , 52 the surface area of the Mambili FMU is
114,200 ha, the new boundaries of which refer to Order No. 5051 53 of 19 June 2007 (Figure
2).
The process by which the Mambili FMU was re-sized caused REM to make several
comments that were discussed during Reading Committee meetings.

45

The World Bank does not yet deem this system to be satisfactorily able to comply with the competition conditions for
calls for tender.
46
Order No. 5172/MEFE/CAB/DGEF/DF/SGF issuing a call for tender for the development of the Mambili FMU located in
zone III (Cuvette) of the Northern Forest sector.
47
Forest Commission meeting minutes on the examination of the responses to the call for tender for the development of
the Mambili and Ivindo FMUs, 6 January 2005.
48
Koubouana F., 2005. Etude écologique complémentaire à l'inventaire de planification de l'UFA Mambili, 68 pages.
49
Mambili Forest Management Unit, Socioe‐conomic Study, conducted by G. Boungou, 2005, 79 pages
50
Cf. Video recording of the signing ceremony for the Mambili Wood agreement on 05 June 2007 in Makoua.
51
Order No. 5268/MEF/CAB approving the Agreement
52
The delay between the date of signature and the date effectively entered in the agreement was caused by the
administrative validation process for the agreement. On this subject, forest law simply states, in Article 74, paragraph 1,
“once the applications are approved by the Forest Committee, the agreements are then prepared by the Water and Forest
Administration, and then approved and signed by the Minister of Water and Forests, who finally confirms this approval
with an order.”
53
Order No. 5051 of 19 June 2007, creating and defining the Forest Management Units in the forest estate in zones III
Cuvette and IV Cuvette West
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On the reasons for the re-sizing, REM raised the fact that the validated socio-economic and
ecological studies proposed partitioning the Mambili FMU as part of its zoning, but did not
evoke a need to alter its size. 54
The Forest Administration replied that re-sizing the FMU followed a rural development
strategy as defined by the government, based on a reconciliation of the preoccupations of
promoting logging, the economic activities of local populations, and the conservation and
protection of forest ecosystems. The Forest Administration also stated that the re-sizing
decision was under their exclusive jurisdiction.
Figure 2: Modification of the Mambili FMU’s Surface Area

On the process followed by the MEF for the re-sizing, the various documents that could have
provided information on the process were not given to REM. 55 Similarly, REM noted there
was no administrative trace of stakeholder consultation on the alteration of the Mambili
FMU’s size, including notifying the Mambili Wood Company of the change in the surface
area of the FMU for which it had applied. 56

54
These studies only identified and delimited protection, conservation and agricultural development zones within the
Mambili FMU as part of its zoning.
55
These documents were the presentation paper that could have accompanied the submission file for Order 5051 to the
Minister’s cabinet, the digital mapping data and the meeting minutes showcasing the arguments for re‐sizing the Mambili
FMU.
56
By consulting the MEF correspondence registers.
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The final outcome of the discussions was that the modification of the Mambili FMU’s size
was decided by the Forest Administration without convening a committee or working group
containing the other parties (logging company, local authorities, and other ministries). This
process involved only the DGEF and the CNIAF. However, the MEF emphasised the fact that
not all decisions made by an administrative structure must be the subject of a report, as REM
demands, and that nowhere does forest law require that in such cases the administration
meets to decide to modify the size of a forest concession in the context of implementing a
management plan or land use plan. The Forest Administration also stated that the draft
agreement had been given to the chief executive officer of the Mambili Wood Company for
review one week before the signing ceremony, which is common practice.
REM recommends that, in the future, any modification in the boundaries of a forest
concession formally involve, in the form of committee meetings, the various parties
concerned (logging company, civil society, local authorities, other ministries concerned) so
that they can be consulted on the re-sizing decision and adopt the new boundaries proposed
by the Forest Administration.

1.2.3. The Process of transferring the Cotovindou FEU to the SICOFOR Company
The Cotovindou FEU (Figure 3) was allocated under a Management and Processing
Agreement 57 to SICOFOR on 05 October 2006 for a period of 15 years. This agreement 58
specifies that, in accordance with the industrial processing agreement of 10 December 1996
previously signed between the government and the Man Fai Tai (MFT) Company and the
Decree of 11 August 1999 creating Conkouati-Douli National Park, the Cotovindou FEU
would return to the National Park on 10 December 2011. What is more, during the Forest
Commission meeting on its allocation, it was decided that all of the MFT’s former permits
would be ceded to SICOFOR and that SICOFOR’s signature of the agreement would
simultaneously bring about the termination of MFT’s contract and the return to the national
forest estate of the concerned FEUs.
REM wondered why and under what conditions the Cotovindou FEU was transferred from
MFT to SICOFOR, and specifically why the Cotovindou FEU was not returned to the
national forest estate and under what conditions the transfer took place.
Based on these questions, documents were requested from the Forest Administration and
transmitted in part to REM. 59 These aspects were then discussed in Reading Committee
meetings, which revealed that
SICOFOR is part of Sino-Congolese cooperation and that it emerged from the merger of the
companies MFT and China Overseas Development (COD). This merger, via pooling of

57

Agreement No. 4/MEFE/CAB/DGEF and Order No. 8232/MEFE/CAB signed by the Minister of Forest Economy and the
Environment, Mr Henri DJOMBO, dated 5 October 2006.
58
Agreement valid for SICOFOR’s various FEUs: Cotovindou with 93,626 ha (in FMU South 2), Tsinguidi with 77,600 ha (in
FMU South 5), Létili with 141,900 ha (in FMU South 7), Ingoumina‐Lélali with 245,860 ha (in FMU South 8), and Gouongo
with 244,632 ha (in FMU South 8).
59
Requested documents not received: deeds of sale of assets for STCPA Bois and the minutes of the Forest Commission
meeting of 05 July 2006 on the examination of applications for the development of the FMUs of Loamba, Kimandou,
Mabombo, Ingoumina‐Lelali and Kimongo‐Louila. Some of the information was provided later by the Director of Forests
during the Reading Committee meeting on 20 June 2008.
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assets, 60 was proposed by MEF after it consulted the companies concerned because they were
having management problems and facing financial difficulties (COD’s principal shareholder
also held shares in MFT).
However, the information obtained did not provide specific details on the process by which
the Cotovindou FEU was transferred to SICOFOR, but rather on the reasons why SICOFOR
was created and the fact that SICOFOR’s application dossier was approved by the Forest
Commission. Furthermore, the transfer of MFT’s former permits to SICOFOR followed a
process not outlined in the forest code 61 but already used in similar previous cases (for the
companies BOPLAC, SOCOBOIS, SIDETRA and Nouvelle BOIS SANGHA). Following
this type of merger and/or purchase of assets 62 process, the Forest Administration does not
require the liquidated company’s permits to return to the state, but rather negotiates the
agreement before signature. 63
The information made available to REM did not allow us to determine the legality of the
process. Similarly, the exact legal nature of the operation (merger/termination/takeover)
resulting in the decision to not terminate the MFT logging permit and transfer it to
SICOFOR, is still not known.
REM recommends that the transfer document written by SICOFOR’s legal advisor be made
available so as to determine the legal nature of the operation.

60

While the DGEF letter dated 19 June 2006 (ref. #685/MEFE/DGEF/DF) speaks of the “purchase of assets” from MFT and
China Overseas by SICOFOR, the mission report on the interview with the companies in Lékoumou Department on
SICOFOR’s contribution to the socio‐economic development of the said department speaks of SICOFOR’s “recovery of
assets” from MFT and China Overseas, and the Forest Commission meeting refers rather to “merger.”
61
The process outlined in the Forest Code calls for: a letter of formal notice to the company, cancellation of permits by
order and return of permits to the forest estate, and launch of a call for tender for the development of permits.
62
The documents examined use different terms that have different legal implications.
63
According to the Forest Administration, it would be a simple formality to re‐attribute them to the acquiring company, a
call for tender would be a waste of time.
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Figure 3 : Location of the Cotovindou FEU in Conkouati Douli National Park

1.3. REM Mission Results: Monitoring of Logging Companies
According to the first six validated REM mission reports, the infractions most frequently
encountered in the field are as follows (complete data can be found in Appendix 5):
Table 3 Frequency of Infractions Seen by REM (source: IM reports Nos. 01 to 06, 1st half of 2008)

OBSERVATION
Felling request submitted after deadline
Poor keeping of field documents
Missing documents (field, sawmill)
Felling outside limits
Felling timber without a permit
Felling of unauthorised species / in excess number
Abandoning logs
Poor construction / non‐maintenance of roads
No markings (logs, stumps, abutments)
Non‐payment of taxes and fines
Failure to fulfil contractual obligations on time

FREQUENCY
5/6
6/6
2/6
0/6
0/6
2/6
1/6
3/6
3/6
5/6
6/6

1.3.1. Tardy Submission of Annual Logging Permit Application Dossiers
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Out of all the logging companies observed, only the Nouvelle TRABEC application dossier
was submitted on time. Tardy submission of permit applications does not necessarily lead to
rejection, but requires, that the DDEF inform the DGEF to obtain its approval. Furthermore,
in this case, the DDEF can issue the logging company an official statement of offence for the
infraction of failure to comply with the provisions set forth in the Forest Code, although this
provision is not systematically applied. 64 This aspect is mentioned in section 1.4.3 “Logging
Permit Allocation Conditions”
1.3.2. Lack of Markings and Poor Keeping of Field Documents
These infractions were observed in respectively 50% of investigations regarding markings 65
and 100% of investigations on document maintenance. This recurrent practice has an impact
on the traceability of timber and can enable illegal trafficking. These practices seem frequent
because of a lack of regular inspections in the field by appropriate MEF services (DDEF,
local brigades, and control posts).
REM recommends that the Forest Administration pay particular attention to this problem,
notably through implementation of more regular and rigorous inspections by the appropriate
services.
Figure 4 : Unmarked Stump (left) and missing
timber marks (right) (Cotovindou FEU, SICOFOR
company, March 2008)

1.3.3. Non-Payment of Forest Taxes and Fines
Only the Nouvelle TRABEC had paid its settlements in full to the Forest Administration at
the time of REM inspection. The other companies were in arrears 66 by nearly FCFA
6,000,000 (9,147 Euros) to more than FCFA 8,000,000(12,196 Euros) for settlements dating
several years back, without any sufficiently dissuasive measures having been taken to make

64

Out of all the forest units covered during the IM’s missions, only one OSO was issued for “failure to submit the 2007
annual logging request before the regulatory deadline” to the FORALAC company in regard to the NKola FEU (OSO No.
107/MEF/DGEF/DDEFK dated 02/10/06).
65
This was the case to various degrees depending on the company observed. See REM’s mission reports for the details.
66
These arrears represent less than 5% of the Forest Fund’s estimated budget for the year 2008. In addition, they are
negligible for these logging companies with high turnovers.
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them pay fines in full. Similar remarks can be made on the payment of forest taxes. This
aspect is discussed in the section “Litigation Follow-Up and Management” of section 1.4.2.

1.3.4. Failure to Fulfil Contractual Obligations on Time
None of the companies visited had fulfilled all of their obligations on time. Furthermore, the
degree to which obligations related to the MEF contribution were fulfilled (62%) was greater
than the degree to which obligations relating to the base camp (27.8%) and socio-economic
development (29.4%) were fulfilled (cf. Appendix 7). This observation confirms REM’s
previous observation in its first annual report. 67
Two specific cases merit further discussion here.
In regard to the Cotovindou FEU allocated to the SICOFOR company, there is no mention of
obligations relating to the Department of Kouiloi’s socio-economic development or MEF
operations, whereas these elements are found in other companies’ agreements. The MEF
explained the absence of such obligations during a Reading Committee meeting stating that
the Cotovindou FEU would return to Conkouati-Douli National Park in 2011 and that the
industrial processing contract, previously attributed to MFT and taken over by SICOFOR,
had included such obligations (obligations that were fulfilled).
In the case of the Nkola FEU allocated to the FORALAC company, it appears that there had
been no list of obligations in regard to socio-economic development since the signature of the
industrial processing agreement on 21 February 2001, 68 even though the company had made
considerable contributions for several years. Nevertheless, with an aim to formalise the
obligations, a consultation on the company’s contribution to the socio-economic development
of the Kouilou Department was held in November 2007 between the local authorities, the
Forest Administration and the company, following which a provisional list of obligations was
set. 69
As already mentioned in its annual report, REM recommends that:
- Monitoring of the fulfilment of contractual obligations take into equal consideration the
contributions to MEF operations and those relating to socio-economic development..
- The DDEFs systematically and in accordance with the provisions of Article 173 of
Decree No. 2002-437 defining forest management and utilisation conditions, produce
detailed reports on the non or poor execution of provisions in the agreements.

67

Based on the MEF’s activity reports, REM analysed the rate of compliance with the obligations set forth in the logging
company specifications in regard to contributions to Forest Administration operations and to the socio‐economic
development of the departments. The results of the analysis show an average compliance rate of 70% for the contribution
to MEF, compared to 37% for the contribution to the departments. Obligations from more than 5 years ago have still not
been fulfilled in both cases.
68
Consulting local populations on departmental needs and priorities is a required step under the law and a prerequisite to
the signature of the agreement when a forest concession is attributed. The aim is to include the obligations in the
specifications.
69
The list must be examined by the Minister of Forest Economy before being validated and included in the specifications of
the Management and Processing Agreement that the company will have to sign with the Forest Administration (in
compliance with a transitional provision of Article 177, paragraph 3, of Law No. 16‐2000 dated 20 November 2000 setting
the Forest Code on converting contracts into agreements).
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-

The Forest Administration ensures that agreements are harmonised with the aim of
guaranteeing equality among the various recipients.
1.3.5. Other Observations

An analysis of the official statements of offence issued to the companies visited revealed that
some infractions are frequent within the same companies, as Table 4 illustrates with several
cumulated statements of offence for failure to send production reports to the Forest
Administration. This situation seems to be caused by the non-dissuasive nature of fine
amounts combined with low frequency of inspections.
Table 4 : OSOs Issued for Failure to Submit Production Reports (Nanga FEU)
OSO No. or
Register No.
(Date)

081/MEF/DGEF/DDEF‐
K (20/12/06)

035 DDEF‐PN
(10/04/07)

036 DDEF‐PN
(10/04/07)

058 DDEF‐PN
(18/09/07)

009 DDEF‐PN
(15/02/08)

OFFENDER
Type of Infraction

CITB‐ SCIKO 2
Failure to submit
production reports on
time for the month of
November
CITB‐ SCIKO 1
Failure to submit
production reports
for the months of
January, February and
March
CITB‐SCIKO 2
Failure to submit
production reports
for the months of
January, February and
March
CITB‐ SCIKO 2
Failure to send
production reports to
the Forest
Administration
CITB‐Quator, SCIKO
Failure to send
production reports to
the Forest
Administration

Settlement No. or
Register No.
(Date)

Settlement Amount
(legal guideline amount)
(FCFA)

Amount
Paid
(FCFA)

081/MEF/DGEF/DDEF‐
K (20/12/06)

200 000
(20 000 to 5 000 000)

0

035 from the DDEF‐
PN (10/04/07)

500 000
(20 000 to 5 000 000)

0

036 from the DDEF‐
PN (10/04/07)

500 000
(20 000 to 5 000 000)

0

035 from the DDEF‐
PN (10/04/07)

300 000
(20 000 to 5 000 000)

0

009 from the DDEF‐
PN (15/02/08)

500 000
(20 000 to 5 000 000)

0

Balance
Due 70
(FCFA)

200 000

500 000

500 000

300 000

500 000

There are other similar situations where poor practices seem to persist due to a lack of
sufficiently dissuasive measures. 71 This is the case for felling of unauthorised species and
felling more trees than what is indicated in the ACP. 72 These latter practices seem to be

70

When the mission took place.
In the process of being verified by the IM.
72
Taking into account the fact that the companies are authorised to exceed their MAV by up to 10% for promoted species.
71
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linked to the fluctuations in the demand for species on the international market and with the
use of poorly devised ACP logging inventories..

1.4. REM Mission Results: Monitoring of MEF Services and Agents
Given that no joint missions were conducted during the period in question (missions
organised by the Forest Administration, joined by REM), it was not possible for REM to
cover aspects relating to the Ministry field agent inspection practices. Nevertheless, various
other observations contributed to the monitoring of current practices (complete data in
Appendix 6):
1.4.1. Document Availability
REM observed recurrent problems in regard to the transmission of production and activity
reports from the DDEFs to the DGEF. The delays with production reports were caused by
company failure to submit them. This aspect was already covered in REM’s annual report
and mentioned during the Conference of Departmental Directors of Forest Economy in
Impfondo in March 2008, where emphasis was placed on the importance of transmitting
annual logging permits and production reports to allow compliance with the 85/15 quota to be
assessed.
According to information provided by the DGEF, efforts have been made since the start of
the year in regard to the transmission by the DDEFs of active companies’ production reports,
as well as maps and copies of annual logging permits. These efforts were not, however,
visible to REM during the period covered by the present report.
Figure 5 : Examining transport documents at the Madingo-Kayes checkpoint (report 13)

REM recommends that:
- The DDEFs consistently use the existing legal measures (official statements of offence)
and other coercive measures (refusing annual logging permits, blocking exports, etc.) in
order to obtain the logging documents required by law
- The DGEF take necessary measures to make the DDEFs transmit documents on time to
the central level (reminders, administrative sanctions in the case of repeated or excessive
failures to meet deadlines).
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1.4.2. Litigation Follow-Up and Management
It was decided to examine the DDEFs’ litigation registers during REM’s field missions. In
this regard, the following was noted:
- failure to update registers;
- poor naming of infractions; and
- tardiness in collecting forest taxes and fines.
On Failure to Update Registers
A certain number of observations were made during REM’s missions in regard to the failure
to update the litigation registers opened by the DDEFs concerned:
•
•

•

•

In regard to the Mambili FMU (Mambili Wood company) visited in February 2008, it
was noted that an OSO over six months old had not yet been recorded in the litigation
register.
In regard to the Cotovindou FEU (SICOFOR company) visited at the end of March 2008,
it was revealed that an OSO for an infraction observed by a DDEF-K mission in January
2008 73 was absent and not mentioned in the litigation register. According to the DDEF-K,
the OSO was still being written up, which explains why it had not been listed in the
register. During a later mission by REM in June 2008, the OSO in question was finally
obtained.
In regard to the Nanga FEU (CITB Quator company), during REM’s visit at the end of
March 2008 (in the annual cutting zone), logs were seen that had been declared seized by
the DDEF-K for “felling unauthorised species in completion of 2006 annual logging.”
REM was not able to obtain a copy of the corresponding OSO from the DDEF-K, as the
appropriate services claimed that the OSO was still being written up. During a later
mission by REM in June 2008, the OSO in question was finally obtained. 74
During the mission to the Nkola FEU (FORALAC company) at the end of March 2008,
no OSO references or settlement proceedings had been listed in the litigation register in
regard to the company since the start of the year 2008 although two OSOs had been
established by the DDEF-K two months previously. 75

Even if these observations can be linked to information management difficulties, failure to
record litigation introduces the possibility of amicable but questionable arrangements. It is
therefore important that cross-check systems be set up at several levels within the MEF to
ensure better litigation follow-up and collection as well as greater transparency.
Given the above, REM recommends that:

73

The verification of annual logging output in 2007 by DDEF‐K in January 2008 revealed that SICOFOR had felled trees even
though it had not yet been granted its annual logging permit.
74
In the interim, the infraction had been reclassified as “felling beyond the limits of the completion permit.”
75
These two OSOs were later transmitted by the Directorate of Forests, following the Reading Committee meeting:
OSO No. 007/MEF/DGEF/DDEF‐K (dated 30/01/08) for felling a species below the minimum exploitable diameter that gave
rise to transaction No. 007/MEF/DGEF/DDEF‐K (dated 05/02/08); and OSO No. 008/MEF/DGEF/DDEF‐K (dated 30/01/08)
for felling timber outside the limits of 2007 annual cutting permits that gave rise to transaction No. 008/MEF/DGEF/DDEF‐K
(dated 05/02/08).
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-

All official statements of offence and settlement proceedings be immediately listed in the
appropriate registers and transmitted to the other services concerned.
Litigation follow-up be done at the central level to ensure that the litigation initiated at
DDEF level be treated according to procedure. It would be desirable that the
Inspectorate-General of Forest Economy be entrusted with this follow-up.

On Poor Naming of Infractions
Infraction nomenclature is specified in the Forest Code that also defines the penalties for
failure to comply with the rules set in legal texts.
During its missions, REM observed that numerous infractions were not correctly named,
which sometimes made it difficult to understand them. For instance, it was observed that out
of 59 infractions listed in the Kouilou Departmental Directorate’s official statement of
offence register, half were incorrectly named (Table 5). The same observation was made for
the Pointe-Noire Departmental Directorate’s official statement of offence register in which 61
out of 77 infractions also had incorrect names (Table 6).
Table 5 : List of Principal Errors in Infraction Nomenclature Identified by REM (source: DDEF‐K litigation
register – 1 January 2007 to the end of March 2008)
Descriptions Found in the
Type of
Litigation Registers
Nomenclature Defined in the Forest Code
Offender
(number of cases)
Fraudulent cutting of firewood (19)
Detention and transportation of split
planks and stacks of timber without an
administrative permit (1)
Detention and transportation of
informal chain‐saw timber (1)
Felling timber without a legal permit (1)
Transportation of illegally‐harvested
lumber panels (2)
Transportation of timber without an
administrative permit (1)
Export of timber not declared in the
2005 annual production report (3)
Refusal to submit field documents and
waybills for the final felling (1)

amateur logger
amateur logger

Felling/logging without a logging permit
Circulation/transportation of timber without a logging permit
(plantation harvesting permit or special permit)

amateur logger

Felling/logging without a logging permit

amateur logger

Felling/Logging without a logging permit
Felling/Logging without a logging permit (special permit or
plantation harvesting permit)

amateur logger
logging company
logging company
logging company

Circulation/transportation of timber without a waybill
Use of fraudulent manoeuvres to avoid paying taxes owed
Failure to transmit logging documents in a timely manner
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Table 6 : List of Principal Errors in Infraction Nomenclature Identified by REM (source: DDEF PN litigation
register – 1 January 2007 to the end of March 2008)
Descriptions Found in the
Type of
Nomenclature Defined in the Forest Code
Litigation Registers
Offender
Circulation/transportation without a waybill
Circulation/transportation without a logging permit (special
permit or plantation harvesting permit)
Felling/logging without a logging permit (special permit or
plantation harvesting permit)

Transportation of lumber panels
without an administrative permit (25)

amateur loggers

Detention and transportation of
informal chain‐saw products from
fraudulent felling (12)

amateur loggers

Transportation of forest products
without an administrative permit (1)

amateur logger

Illicit transportation of lumber panels
(informally cut) (6)

amateur loggers

Chain‐saw products from fraudulent
felling (1)

amateur logger

Illicit removal of lumber panels (3)

amateur loggers

Circulation/transportation of timber without a logging permit
(special permit or plantation harvesting permit)

Transportation of fraudulently felled
timber / or timber from fraudulent
felling by the COTRANS company (2)
Transportation of informally sawed
products without an administrative
permit (7)
Illegal detention of a surplus of 30 cubic
metres of Teak (2)
Doubled numbering on log faces (1)

transport companies
(transporters:
STT/BTC)

Felling/logging timber without an annual logging permit

amateur loggers
transport companies
logging company

Circulation/transportation of timber without a waybill
Circulation/transportation of timber without a logging permit
(special permit or plantation harvesting permit)
Felling/logging timber without a logging permit (special permit or
plantation harvesting permit)
Felling/logging/felling timber without a logging permit

Circulation/transportation of timber without a logging permit
(special permit or plantation harvesting permit)
Felling/logging more standing timber than what is indicated in the
annual logging permit
Inadequate markings

The poor designation of infractions had already been noted in REM’s previous annual report.
Practices such as this could expose the Forest Administration to contestation of the official
statements of offence issued against logging permit holders. It is therefore important that the
Forest Administration ensure that the infraction nomenclature used in official statements of
offence correspond to the nomenclature in legal texts.
REM recommends that the Forest Administration raise its agents’ awareness of the infraction
nomenclature to be used in official statements of offence (service memos, training).

On Poor Collection of Forest Taxes and Fines
Based on the observations during these six-months, there is a considerable malfunction in
collection of taxes and fines (see section 1.3.3 and Appendix 8), with arrears that can go back
more than 5 years 76 without any legal penalties being levied against delinquent loggers, and
even fewer sufficiently coercive measures being taken.
However, it is appropriate to note, generally speaking, a large difference between the
collection of taxes and fines, as already mentioned in REM’s previous report, and also
between companies. In particular, tax collection for the period covering the year 2007 and the
first part of 2008 reached approximately 70%, whereas fine collection did not exceed 35%.

76

It should be noted that fiscal pressure had roughly tripled following the introduction of the fiscal package in 2002,
notably with the introduction of the surface area charge (that did not previously exist), the felling tax (+70% over the initial
situation), and the tax on exported timber (+200% over the initial situation).
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In regard to forest taxes, the 3% penalty per quarter for late payment (Article 90, paragraph 1
of the forest code), does not seem to be applied systematically by MEF. However, one should
take positive note of the use of administrative measures such as blocking exports (See list,
Appendix 9). Nevertheless, this type of measure is not systematic and does not concern fines.
In regard to forest fine collection, REM recommends that the Forest Administration adopt
dissuasive provisions (administrative measures such as blocking exports or refusing to
deliver annual logging permits) for offenders who have not paid their fines by the deadline
agreed upon during the settlement proceeding. Until such a measure is adopted, the company
must be issued official statements of offence for non-payment of fines, in accordance with
Article 162 of the Forest Code.
In regard to forest tax collection, REM recommends that, in addition to the 3% quarterly
penalty for late payment of tax, administrative measures already in use (such as blocking
exports) or other more coercive means (as the Minister of Forest Economy recommended
during the national conference of DDEFs) be applied systematically.
Furthermore, it would be desirable that a list of companies that have not settled their
accounts (fines and taxes) within the legal timeframe be publicly distributed.

1.4.3. Logging Permit Allocation Conditions
During the various field missions by the REM team, several problems in relation to annual
logging permit allocation conditions were noted (Table 7).
Table 7 : Principal Cases of Non‐Compliance with Logging Permit Allocation Conditions (source: IM reports,
1st half of 2008)
REPORT

ACP
FMU/FEU (Logging
Companies)

Beyond
15 Dec.

Abala FMU
(Sofia)
Mambili FMU
(Mambili Wood)
Cotovindou FEU
(SICOFOR)

9
(17 July)

4

Nkola FEU
(Foralac)

5

FEU Nanga
(CITB Quator)

9
(11
Sept.)
9
(10
Nov.)

6

FEU Boubissi
(Nvlle Trabec)

1
2
3

77

Misc.

Temporary // Re‐Sized
ACP
Duration greater than 3
months // Surface area
greater than the
remaining area

Annual logging Completion Permit
Beyond 02
January

Surface area
greater than
plots not logged

9
(12 Jan.)

Duration
greater
than 6
months
9
(7 months)

not applicable (company setting up)
9
(April)

9 (8 months) //
9 2875 instead of 2180
ha

9 For the entire
ACP
9 For the entire
ACP
9
(Feb., April)

9 Without
77
inventory

The case of an additional ACP delivered following armed border conflicts.
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Annual Cutting Permits
Under the terms of Article 72, paragraph 2 of Decree No. 2002-437, ACPs are delivered by
the DDEFs before 15 December, after a mission to verify systematic inventories (verification
of a minimum of 5% of the number of plots in the annual logging area). The purpose of the
verification mission is to determine whether the inventories done by the company were
accurate.
In this specific case, frequent granting of ACPs after the legal deadline was seen.
First, this situation involves companies’ late submission of the permit requests, after 15
October (cf. Section 1.3.1). In such cases, MEF agents usually accept the application on the
condition that they obtain the DGEF’s prior approval, with official statements of offence only
rarely being issued.
Second, it is appropriate to note that some DDEFs are constrained when conducting
verification missions. Indeed, even though the financial cost of these missions is covered by
the logging companies and can include logging site employees, the DDEFs’ insufficient
human and/or logistical resources hinders their accomplishment in the two and a half months
scheduled, particularly in areas with a large number of forest concessions.
REM recommends that the Forest Administration:
- Apply the legal and regulatory provisions by issuing an official statement of offence for
“failure to follow logging rules” when an ACP request is submitted after the deadline
without adequate reason.
- Discuss the DDEFs’ difficulties to follow the legal timeframe for ACP allocation and
assess the means needed to comply with the provisions (modifying the deadline /
appropriate resources).
Annual Cutting Permit Extension
In regard to annual cutting permit extensions 78 , two law enforcement problems were
observed:
• Allocation after the legal deadline (2 January); and
• Allocation for the entire annual felling area (plots already logged and not yet logged)
instead of for only those plots not yet logged.
For the first problem, it was noted that compliance with the legal deadline is perceived to be
difficult by certain authorities. This was discussed during the Conference of Departmental
Directors of Forest Economy in March 2008, following which recommendations were
formulated that aimed to modify the scheduled allocation date of 2 January to 31 January at
the latest, and redefine the notion of fulfilment of the ACP to include the hauling of felled
timber. This aspect was discussed during a reading committee meeting where the MEF
mentioned that the 2 January deadline was not realistic given difficulties in the field and

78

Article 74 al 2 of decree n° 2002‐437 stipulating conditions of management and use of forests
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weather fluctuations that prevent logging companies from completing their felling so that
they can, at the end of the year, evaluate logging in their ACP area.
As for the second problem, it should be specified that the allocation of extension permits on
all plots already logged and not yet logged by logging companies, is against the laws and
regulations and goes against current forest resource management policies and systems. This
aspect was also discussed by the reading committee. The DDEF’s reason why logging was
not done in chronological order by plot number is that logging responds to fluctuations in
demand for species on the international market. On this subject, the MEF mentioned that the
regulatory provision on the allocation felling completion permit extensions only for plots not
yet logged nevertheless raises a problem to the extent that, according to market demand,
loggers may not fell all inventoried trees in some plots. The Forest Administration should
therefore examine cases of partially logged plots for felling permit extensions.
On this subject, REM recommends that:
‐ the notion of ACP fulfilment be expanded to also include timber not yet hauled; and
‐ allocation of annual felling permit extensions comply with the provisions of Article 74,
paragraph 2 of the decree setting forest management and use conditions and be limited
exclusively to plots that have not yet been logged.

2. IM-FLEG IMPLEMENTATION
2.1. Institutional Aspects and Communication Among the Parties
Relations with the Forest Administration and other partners (DCE, civil society) were
organised primarily around the reading committee meetings during these six months. Various
discussions were held with the project’s usual collaborators, notably in the framework of the
FLEGT process. Discussions with new organisations took place, including the Transparency
and Governance Capacity Building Programme financed by the IDA/World Bank that
envisages, in its new phase, including activities relating to the forestry sector.
2.2. Completion of Field Missions and Publication of Reports
2.2.1. Mission Organisation and Completion
Completion of (Mainly Independent) Field Missions
The memorandum of understanding signed with the government of Congo, represented by the
Ministry of Forest Economy, provides for the completion of independent and joint
missions. 79 While the former are conducted independently by REM, the latter are conducted
in collaboration with the MEF. Joint missions are important as they allow REM to observe
MEF’s habitual law enforcement methods and, if appropriate, formulate recommendations to
improve them. Unfortunately, the missions conducted during the period from 1 January to 31

79

The joint mission concept was, furthermore, discussed during a reading committee meeting, and it was decided that the
joint mission was the one in which REM joined a mission scheduled by the central (DGEF, IGEF, DVRF, DF) and decentralised
(DDEF and DDEF brigades) services.
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June 2008 were only independent missions, mainly because of the MEF did not communicate
their mission schedule to REM. Missions were conducted in 10 forest concessions in three 3
forest administrative units, mostly located in the central and southern areas of the country
(Plateaux, Cuvette Central, Kouilou and Niari) (Figure 5).
Regarding the lack of joint missions carried out during this semester, it was only starting in
the month of May, following a meeting with the DGEF, that concrete measures were taken to
allow REM to participate in the DDEFs’ missions. 80 Nevertheless, the possibility of
conducting joint missions remained low as the central services have not communicated
information on their scheduled missions with sufficient notice so far. One week notice would
be the minimum required so that REM can organise its participation in MEF forest law
enforcement missions (collection of data, logistics).
For the preparation of independent missions, a proposal was made to hold meetings with
REM and the Director of Forests to facilitate collection of all useful information on the
companies to visit. 81
In regard to REM’s fields of action, MEF expressed its interest in investigations of industrial
activities (i.e. realisation of projected investments, actual production compared to targets,
compliance with the 85/15 quota) that would require joint work with a representative of the
DVRF.
REM recommends that the central services of the Forest Administration, improve the level of
communication with REM regarding mission schedules to facilitate joint missions during the
second half of the year. One week notice would be the minimum required for REM to
organise its participation in MEF law enforcement missions.

80
81

REM would be able to telephone the DDEFs directly to be informed of field missions.
Minutes of the Reading Committee meeting on 10 July 2008
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Figure 6: Forest Concessions Covered by IM Missions (1st half of 2008)
REM

Level of Access to Information and Company Sites (logging sites, sawmills)
Access to information and documents from MEF was generally easy (received one to five
days after the request). Considerable delays were, however, noted regarding data collection at
the central level on various occasions. This included documents needed to analyse the
modification of the Mambili FMU’s boundaries, the transfer of the Cotovindou FEU to the
SICOFOR company and the allocation of the Enyellé-Ibenga FEU (see section 1.2). These
problems were brought up in the reading committee. However, only some constraints were
acknowledged by the Forest Administration (notably, the large amount of work compared to
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available human capacities, and the problem of keeping archives because forest information
management was not computerised).
Figure 7 : Felled Trees Hindering REM’s Progress
(Ngouha 2 North FEU, SFIB company, June 2008)

When it comes to logging companies, the level of collaboration with MEF and access to
information has varied. For example, while access was very easy in the cases of companies
such as Foralac, Nouvelle Trabec, CITB, Quator or Mambili Wood, REM was refused access
in March 2008 to the Cotovindou FEU’s sawmill (an FEU allocated to the SICOFOR
company). 82 What is more, in June, the mission in the Ngouha 2 North FEU allocated to
SFIB was interrupted by two trees that were visibly cut down that morning to block the road
leading to a logging site 83 (Figure 6).
2.2.2. Reading Committee Meetings and Mission Report Validation
Reading Committee Meetings
The reading committee is the body whose role it is to validate REM’s mission reports. Its
composition is defined by the memorandum of understanding signed with MEF. It is chaired
by the Director of Forests and its members include of representatives from REM, civil
society, international donors and the various MEF directorates (DVRF, DF, IGEF).
The various parties attended the four reading committee meetings held between January and
June 2008. The period under consideration ended with the validation of a mission report and
reading committee minutes. Five other reports were validated during the month of July (Table
8).

82

The mission team was refused access to SICOFOR’s sawmill despite presentation of the Permanent Mission Order signed
by the Minister of the MEF, and the request submitted a few days previously to the company manager. Mr IKIOLO (MEF
agent, management unit coordinator for SICOFOR) stated he had made the necessary arrangements for the visit, but was
not reachable since he was on official business in Gabon on the day of the visit to the sawmill.
83
In light of the freshness of the sap and the tire tracks of the vehicle used.
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Table 1: IM Mission Dates and Report Validation (1st half of 2008)
No.

Forest Unit

Department Company

Mission

#01

UFM Abala

Plateaux

SOFIA

25-30 Nov 07

#02
#03

UFM Mambili*
FEU Cotovindou

Cuvette
Kouilou

Mambili Wood
SICOFOR

17-24 Feb 08
09-20 Mar 08

#04

FEU Nkola

Kouilou

FORALAC

09-20 Mar 08

Submitted
16-Jan-08
04-Mar-08
18-Apr-08
18-Mar-08
26-May-08
26-May***
26-May-08
09-Jul-08
26-May-08
09-Jul-08
26-May-08

Read. Com.
4+5-Feb-08
10+15-Apr-08
23-Apr-08
10+15-Apr-08
20-June-08
20-June-08
04-Jul-08
10-Jul-08
04-Jul-08
10-Jul-08
10-Jul-08

Committee Outcome
Amendments
Amendments
Validated with amendments
Amendments**
Validated with amendments
Validated with amendments
Amendments
Validated with amendments
Validated with amendments
Validated with amendments
Validated with amendments

Validated

25-Apr
02-Jul
02-Jul
15-Jul

#05
FEU Nanga
15-Jul
Kouilou
CITB Quator
20-31 Mar 08
#06
FEU Boubissi
Niari
Nouvelle TRABEC 20-31 Mar 08
15-Jul
#07
FEU L boulou
Niari
SOFIL
01-19 June 08
#08
FEU Ngouha 2 North Niari
SFIB
01-19 June 08
#09
FEU Kola
Niari
FORALAC
01-19 June 08
#10
FEU Banda Nord
Niari
CITB-Quator
01-19 June 08
#11
FEU Louvakou
Niari
Asia Congo Industry 01-19 June 08
* And the not yet attributed adjacent FMU of N'Dongo Niama (illegal amateur cutting)
** Indeed, the MFE had requested that certain of the IM's conclusions be re-evaluated and that, to this end, the IM obtain certain documents from the
MFE that would influence these conclusions. However, the IM's multiple attempts to obtain these documents were not successful, without which the
publication of objective conclusions in the face of the non-existance of these documents was no longer endorsed by the MFE. Requests by mail on 16
and 21 April; reminder on 6 May; reception of documents that turned out to be inadequate on 9 May; new request submitted on 9 May.
*** Prolonged and unsuccessful search for several documents needed for the Monitor's analysis = These documents should provide proof of the legality
or not of the process by which FEUs were transferred from the Man Fai Tai company to the SICOFOR company (request by mail on 16 April; reminder
on 6 May; reception of documents that turned out to be inadequate on 9 May; new request submitted on 9 May)
N.B. Validation of Reading Committee meeting minutes: 25 April 2008 for report No. 1; 07 July 2008 for report No. 2; 23 July 2008 for report No. 3; 30
July 2008 for reports No. 4 and No. 5; 31 July 2008 for report No. 6

Despite the few reading committee meetings held at the start of the activity period, a clear
improvement was noted from June onwards. The delays in validating mission reports were
due in particular to the fact that several meetings were needed to re-discuss the same
reports. 84 Another cause of delays was the time needed to obtain certain documents (see
previous paragraph).
REM recommends that the efforts to speed up validation of reports and reading committee
meeting minutes continue.
Reading Committee Meeting Attendance
In regard to the civil society representative being able to attend reading committee meetings,
7 civil society organisations active in the forestry-environment sector were selected 85 to take
turns attending.
Furthermore, with the aim of examining some of the subjects raised in the reports in greater
detail, the decision was made to allow other people, in addition to regular members, to attend
reading committee meetings as observers including: two representatives of the MEF
(Director of Fauna and Protected Areas, Director of the Forest Fund; two additional Project
representatives who had taken part in missions; the Departmental Director of Forest
Economy for the logging area in question; and an NGO from a logging area in question. 86

84

Some members of the Reading Committee had not sufficiently read and familiarised themselves with the entire report to
comment during the first meeting. In addition, members were absent or replaced by their representatives.
85
Alliance Homme Environnement (AMEA), Association des Femmes Juristes du Congo (AFJC), Alliance Nationale pour la
Nature (ANN), Réseau International Arbres Tropicaux in Congo (RIAT CONGO), Association pour la Protection de
l’Environnement et la Protection des Forêts (APEPF), Congo Environnement et Développement (CEDEV), and CONADEC.
86
It was noted that it could be difficult for the DDEFs and the representatives of NGOs located outside Brazzaville to
participate given the lack of funds for their travel, and their regular attendance of committee meetings would therefore
not be possible. Nevertheless, it was decided that people in the Departments concerned would be notified of the meetings
as they might be in Brazzaville when committee meetings were held.
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Follow-Up on MEF actions in response of Reading Committee Recommendations
The decision was made that the reading committee would monitor implementation of the
recommendations made in mission reports one month after the reports in question had been
validated. 87 Delays in adopting mission reports partially prevented such monitoring from
being done during these six months. Nevertheless, a monitoring mechanism is planned for the
steering committee during the next 6 months.

87

Minutes of the reading committee meeting on 4 and 5 February 2008
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The semester presented in this report revealed a strong political commitment by the
government to improve forest and fauna resource management and exploitation practices.
This commitment is also illustrated by the opening of negotiations on a Voluntary Partnership
Agreement between the Republic of the Congo and the EU as part of the FLEGT process.
Nevertheless, several areas of improvement concerning the Forest Administration were
identified::
-

Some of the processes dealing with the definition or allocation of Forest Units showed
irregularities and a considerable lack of transparency;
The number of law enforcement missions conducted by MEF during the first half of 2008
reveals a coverage rate that is insufficient compared to the quarterly missions planned by
the Forest Administration
This, combined with the non-dissuasive nature of fine amounts and their low recovery
rate, creates a situation in which certain types of infractions become recurrent;
Not updating the litigation registers and delays in transmitting the necessary documents to
the DDEF and the DGEF were commonly observed during REM’s field missions; and
The DDEFs’ difficulty in applying certain provisions on logging permit allocation is
known to the Ministry. Recommendations have already been formulated on this subject,
but to date no concrete measures have been adopted.

In regard to logging companies’ compliance with the law and regulations, the reoccurrence of
certain situations was revealed, particularly:
-

tardy submission of annual logging permit application dossiers;
poor keeping of field documents, as well as failure to mark stumps, logs and abutments,
apparently linked to the lack of regular inspection by MEF;
non-payment of taxes and, more severe, non-payment of fines with arrears of several
years; and
failure to fulfil contractual obligations on time.

In addition, project implementation from 1 January to 31 June 2008 was marked by:
-

the conducting of only independent missions (no joint missions), in part because of
difficulties in communicating mission schedules of the various services to REM; and
a delay at the start of the six months in holding reading committee meetings, delays due
to several successive reading committee meetings being held to amend the same reports,
and delays in obtaining certain documents
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Table 9: Summaries of the Principal Conclusions and Recommendations in REM’s Half‐Yearly Report
CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Forest Administration Operations
During the Conference of Departmental
Directors, the Forest Administration openly
discussed a certain number of problems
and formulated recommendations aiming
to improve the system.

The Forest Administration should examine at the end of the
year how well the recommendations from the Conference of
Departmental Directors were followed. REM should be allowed
to follow the examination.

The Forest Fund’s projected budget for
2008 was reduced by 5.6%, which may be
linked to the elimination of the surtax on
exported timber.

That the evaluation document for the respect of the 85/15
quota per company for 2007 be validated as soon as possible to
enable the writing of official statements of offence where
applicable

However, the evaluation of the 85/15
quota still hasn’t been validated,
preventing the abolished surtax to be
replaced by fines.

The planned cut in Departmental Directorate budgets should be
offset by optimising the use of the available funds, combined
with better planning of disbursements in function of scheduled
activities, in order to attain the objectives set by the Ministry

DDEFs’ budgets will be reduced by 5‐ 10%
despite the need, expressed by the
Minister, for more systematic enforcement
requiring increased allocation of resources
to the DDEFs.
During the first half of 2008, forest law
enforcement coverage remained low,
especially in the South.
Frequency of law enforcement missions in
the field is not mentioned anywhere in
legal texts, only that of document
verifications is specified
The functioning of law enforcement
brigades is not specified in any legal text
The development of forest management
plans is characterised by severe delays,
specifically in the South. The number of
forest concessions under management is
limited to 3 or 6% of the forest estate
allocated for exploitation.
Two new SAPUs are under negotiation and
a model memorandum of understanding is
being drafted for the southern part of the
country.

That the Forest administration soon adopts tools to define the
follow‐up of forest law enforcement, which would be useful in
the FLEGT process, including:
- A legal text bearing the roles and organisation of law
enforcement units
- A forest law enforcement strategy specifying, among
others, the frequency of field and sawmill inspections as
well as internal organisation (brigades, DDEF, Central
services, IGEF). The strategy should include objective
indicators to assess the coverage and quality of forest unit
inspections by the various services.
The Forest Administration should establish a provisional
calendar for steps related to the development of management
plans for each of the forest concessions which is not yet under
management. This calendar should be applied from 2009.
The Forest Administration should take the necessary measures
to allow more rapid adoption of the memorandum of
understanding targeting the implementation of SAPUs, notably
with logging companies located in the southern part of the
country.
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CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

B. Procedures for Allocating Forest Areas
Allocation of the Enyellé Ibenga FMU
Application dossiers submitted for the
development of the Enyellé‐Ibenga FMU
were all incomplete. On this subject, it is
appropriate to recall the role of the
Departmental Directors of Forest Economy
in establishing dossiers

The DDEFs should henceforth ensure that they provide
candidates with all the information they need to build their
dossiers before transmitting the dossiers to the DGEF with a
reasoned opinion. It would be desirable that the DGEF send all
the DDEFs a service memo on this subject.
Furthermore, in the case that application dossiers are
submitted directly to the central administration (Cabinet,
DGEF), they should be re‐dispatched to the DDEFs concerned
for verification.

Rating sheets being transmitted without
the Technical Committee’s notes, combined
with the delay in transmitting the dossiers
and the new nature of the rating system,
did not allow all of the members of the
Forest Commission to be prepared for the
review process.
Furthermore, it appeared the allocation
review meeting focused primarily on
reading the ratings attributed by the
Technical Committee, without the ratings
having been discussed by the other
members of the Forest Commission.
These circumstances led to a situation in
which the Forest Commission was
prevented from playing its role.
The Million Well Company’s agreement for
the allocation of the Enyéllé‐Ibenga FMU
was signed by the MEF without taking into
account requests from the Forest
Commission to transmit the documents
needed for negotiations to continue.
Since the various stages leading to the
signature of the agreement were not
known, REM cannot confirm a proper
procedure was followed.
Despite the progress made by the Forest
Administration in increasing transparency,
including the adoption of a rating system,
the observations herein have revealed
several irregularities in the FMU allocation
process (from the approval of the
application to the signature of the
agreement).

In regard to the Technical Committee:
- The dossiers should be transmitted to the other members
of the Forest Commission on time.
- The rating sheets given to the other members of the Forest
Commission should be accompanied by the Technical
Committee’s ratings for each of the criteria used. On this
point, REM suggests that a section on the ratings allocated
by the technical committee be added to the rating sheet.
- The results of any investigations into the candidates’
characters and/or of the verification of their capacities
should be included with the dossiers transmitted to the
members of the Forest Commission.
At the next Forest Commission meeting, there should be greater
participation by the members in evaluating the dossiers,
particularly by examining the ratings established by the
Technical Committee.
In the future, the decision should be made to suspend all
negotiations intended to lead to the signature of an agreement
if the applicant whose dossier was approved with conditions
has not provided the required documents.

For future calls for tender, non‐compliance with the procedure
leading to signature of an agreement should be met with
suspensions related to: payment of the bank guarantee; start of
negotiations on agreement provisions; and signature of an
establishment agreement.
With the aim of increasing the transparency and
competitiveness of the process, regulations defining the
modalities for selecting candidates and allocating logging
permits should be adopted in line with the World Bank’s
conclusions.
It would be desirable to wait until such regulations have been
adopted before issuing any new calls for tender for the
development of forest management units or logging units.
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CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Re‐Sizing of the Mambili FMU and Transfer of the Cotovindou FEU
The modification of the Mambili FMU’s size
was decided without convening a
committee or working group containing the
other parties (logging company, local
authorities, civil society, other ministries).

In the future, any modification to the boundaries of a forest
concession should formally involve, in the form of committee
meetings, the various parties concerned (logging company, civil
society, local authorities, other ministries concerned) so that
they can be consulted on the re‐sizing decision and adopt the
new boundaries proposed by the Forest Administration.

The legal nature of the operation resulting
in the decision not to terminate the Man
Fai Tai Company’s logging permit for the
Cotovindou FEU but to transfer it to
SICOFOR, is still not known.

The transfer document elaborated by SICOFOR’s legal advisor
should be made available so as to determine the legal nature of
the operation.

C. Outcome of Field Missions: Monitoring of Logging Companies
The failure to mark logs, stumps and
abutments, the poor keeping of field
documents, and the tardiness in paying
taxes and fines were the infractions most
frequently encountered by REM during the
first half of the year.

The Forest Administration should pay particular attention to
this problem, notably by implementing more regular and more
rigorous inspections by the appropriate services.

Regarding the cahier de charge, companies
contribute more to obligations pertaining
to MEF than to socio‐economic
development.

Monitoring of the fulfilment of obligations in specifications
should take into equal consideration the contributions to MEF
operations and those relating to the socio‐economic
development of the departments.

Furthermore, non or poor compliance with
provisions in the agreements is not
systematically reported by the DDEFs.

The DDEFs should, in accordance with the provisions of Article
173, paragraph 1 of Decree No. 2002‐437 setting forest
management and utilisation conditions, establish detailed
reports on the non or poor compliance with provisions in the
agreements.

D. Outcome of Field Missions: Monitoring of MEF Agents and Services
Recurrent delays were observed in the
transmission of production and activity
reports from the DDEFs to the DGEF.

The DDEFs should consistently use the existing legal measures
(official statements of offence) and other coercive measures in
order to obtain the logging documents required by law
(refusing annual logging permits, blocking exports).
Furthermore, the DGEF should make the DDEFs transmit
documents on time to the central level (reminders,
administrative sanctions in the case of repeated or excessive
failures to meet deadlines).

litigation registers in the DDEFs visited were
not maintained accurately.

All official statements of offence and settlement proceedings
should be listed immediately in the appropriate registers and
transmitted to the other services concerned.
Litigation follow‐up should be done at the central level to
ensure that the litigation initiated in the DDEFs be treated
according to legal procedure. The IGEF should be in charge of
this follow‐up.
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CONCLUSIONS

RECOMMENDATIONS

Examination of the consulted DDEF
litigation registers revealed the use of
improper nomenclature for nearly half the
infractions.

The Forest Administration should raise its agents’ awareness of
the infraction nomenclature to be used in official statements of
offence (service memo, training).

Observations suggest that mechanisms to
collect taxes and particularly fines are
dysfunctional, with arrears going back more
than 5 years without coercive measures
being taken by the Forest Administration.

In regard to forest fine collection, the Forest Administration
should adopt dissuasive provisions for offenders who have not
paid their fines by the deadline agreed upon in the settlement
proceeding (administrative measures such as blocking exports
or refusing to deliver annual logging permits). Until such a
measure is adopted, companies must be issued official
statements of offence for non‐payment of fines, in accordance
with Article 162 of the forest code.
In regard to forest tax collection, in addition to the levying of a
3% increase taxes due for each quarter that payment is late,
administrative measures already in use (such as blocking
exports) or other more coercive means (as the Minister of
Forest Economy recommended during the national conference
of DDEFs) should be systematically applied.
Furthermore, it would be desirable that a list of companies that
have not settled their accounts (fines and taxes) within the
legal timeframe be publicly distributed.

Annual logging permit applications are
frequently submitted by companies and
then attributed by the DDEF, after official
deadlines have passed.

The Forest Administration should rigorously apply the legal and
regulatory provisions and issue an official statement of offence
for “failure to follow logging rules” when an ACP request is
submitted after the deadline without adequate reason.
The Forest Administration should discuss the DDEFs’ difficulties
respecting the legal timeframe for ACP allocation and the means
needed to comply with provisions (modifying the deadline /
human resources).

Annual logging permit extensions are
frequently granted after the legal deadline
or for the entire surface area of the annual
logging permit.

Allocation of annual felling permit extensions should comply
with the provisions of Article 74, paragraph 2 of the decree
setting forest management and use conditions, and should be
limited exclusively to plots that have not yet been logged.
The notion of completion should be expanded to also include
timber not yet hauled.

E. IM‐FLEG Project Implementation
Difficulties in transmitting information on
MEF mission schedules prohibited the
execution of joint missions. Only
independent missions were carried out this
semester.

The Forest Administration, at central level, should improve the
level of communication with REM on MEF mission schedules so
as to facilitate the completion of joint missions during the
second semester. One week notice is the required minimum so
that REM can organise its participation in joint the missions

After several months delay, reading
committee meetings for the validation of
REM mission reports, attained a
satisfactory pace.

The efforts to speed up validation of reports and reading
committee meetings should continue.
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1: Nominative List of Project Members
The people who took part in implementing this project during these six months were:
International Headquarters:
Stuart Wilson: Project Supervisor (FM)
Andréa Vincent: Project Assistant (FM)
Valérie Vauthier: IM Component Supervisor (REM)
National Office:
Antoine Schmitt: Coordinator (FM)
Yves Braet: Team Leader (REM)
Primary Team – Independent Monitoring (REM):
Dorothée Massouka: Jurist
Annick Faustine Ngakosso: Forest Engineer
Edouard Kibongui: Forest Engineer
Civil Society Team in Training (FM) 2007-2008:
Alfred Nkodia: Forest Engineer Trainee
Lambert Mabiala: Jurist Trainee
Hadjinsy Grégoire Kouffa: Team Leader Trainee
Support Staff (FM):
Guy Bidhel: Administrator
Teddy Ntounta: GIS-Database Specialist
Patrick Sitou Matondo: Driver
Pascal Milandou: Driver
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General Organisation of the OIF Project

International Headquarters
Project Supervisor (FM)
Project Assistant
IM Component Supervisor (REM)

Experts ‐ Consultants
IM Team Leader (REM)

Primary Team – IM
1 Jurist
2 Forest Engineers

Project Coordinator (FM)

Support Staff
Database / GIS
Manager
Administrator

Civil Society Team in Training

‐ 1 Forest Engineer
‐ 1 Jurist
‐ 1 Team Leader

European Commission
Delegation & Other Donors
Ministry of Forest Economy

Civil Society
2 Drivers
National Office

Logging Companies, Unions
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Appendix 2: List of missions during the first half of 2008 by the primary services in charge
of forest law enforcement (sources: mission reports obtained, telephone interviews, and
interviews)
MISSIONS
MEF SERVICES

Number

Type of Mission

Forest Units

Department

IGEF

1

Inspection (July 2008)

Mambili Wood

Cuvette

DF

2

Management plan elaboration
follow‐up

Missa, Betou

Likouala

3

Management plan elaboration
follow‐up

Gouongo, Letili, Mpouko Ogooué

Lekoumou

1

Site inspection

Bambama

Lekoumou

1

Inventory of waterways in Sangha
zone

all concessions

Sangha

1

PROGEP monitoring

Ngombe

Sangha

2

Protected area monitoring

Kouilou

2

Meetings ‐ conferences

(Coukouati NP, Chipounga
sanctuary)
‐

1

Sawmill verification

Abala (sawmill)

Plateau

DFAP

DVRF

1

Adaptation of installed capacity in Pokola, Kabo, Ngombe (sawmills)
the sawmills of mavs in the
Sangha

‐

Sangha

1

Consultation between the
DGEF/DVRF and the PCPFE/SGS on
PF exportation

‐

Pointe Noire

DDEF‐Niari

9

Expertise, felling evaluation, and
inspections

Mounoumboumba, Tsinguidi (2),
Moungoundou (2), Nyanga (2),
Leboulou

Niari

DDEF‐PN

7

Sawmills of companies located in
Pointe Noire

(no concessions in the
department)

Pointe Noire

DDEF‐Kouilou

2

Site inspection

Kouilou

DDEF‐
Lékoumou

2

Evaluation of annual felling
completion

Boubissi, Nanga (Cotovindou
scheduled for July)
Mpoukou Ogoué and Louadi
Bihoua

2

Annual felling expertise

Mapati and Mpokou Ogoué

Lékoumou

3

Site inspection

Lékoumou

1

Company activity evaluation

Mpokou Ogoué, Letili and
Bambama
Bambama

1

Site inspection

Makabana

Bouenza

15

Missions to verify fraudulent
amateur felling

(various)

Bouenza

DDEF‐Bouenza

Lékoumou

Lékoumou
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MISSIONS
MEF SERVICES

Number

Type of Mission

Forest Units

Department

DDEF‐Pool

*

Various (amateur logging, hunting,
etc.)

(no concessions allocated in the
department)

Pool

DDEF‐Brazzaville

*

Various (transportation and sale of
fraudulently logged timber, etc.)

(no concessions in the
department)

Brazzaville

DDEF‐Plateaux

1

Site inspection

Abala

Plateau

5

Various (amateur logging, hunting,
etc.)

(various)

Plateau

1

Site inspection

Mambili

Cuvette

21

Various (amateur logging, hunting,
etc.)

(various)

Cuvette

1

Site inspection

Mbomo Kelle

Cuvette West

12

Various (verification of amateur
felling, hunting, etc.)

(various)

Cuvette West

1

Delimitation of the South Ngombe
regular zone

Ngombe

Sangha

1

Expertise of the second annual
felling permit holder

Ngombe

Sangha

2

Field inspection in the Ngombe
production zone

Ngombe

Sangha

4

Site inspection

Pokola, Kabo, Jua Ikié, Tala Tala

Sangha

1

Production/conservation series
delimitation

Pokola

Sangha

1

Fraudulent hunting/felling
suppression

(Axe Ngoko)

Sangha

5

Site inspection

Likouala

28

Various (amateur logging, hunting,
etc.)

Mokabi Dzanga, Lopola, Mimbeli,
Missa, Betou
(various)

DDEF‐Cv Centre

DDEF‐Cv West

DDEF‐Sangha

DDEF‐Likouala

Likouala
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Appendix 3: Forest management/exploitation units in the republic of the Congo as of 30
June 2008 (source: forest directorate inventory and management service)
FMU / FEU
1.

Surface Area (ha)

FMUs for which management plans have already been adopted

Kabo
296 000
Ngombé
1 159 643
Pokola
452 200
Sub‐Total
1 907 843
2. FMUs for which inventory reports and base studies have been adopted
Lopola
Mimbéli
Mokabi‐Dzanga
Sub‐Total
3. FMUs/FEUs for which field work is complete

199 900
322 100
583 000
1 105 000

Londoungou‐Toukoulaka
552 676
Pikounda‐Nord
93 970
Ipendja
461 296
Bétou
300 000
Missa
225 500
Sub‐Total
1 633 442
4. FMUs/FEUs for which work remains to be done collecting field data
Boubissi
140 524
Mpoukou‐Ogoué
312 840
Mayoko
94 960
Létili
141 900
Gouongo
244 632
Ingoumina‐Lélali
245 860
Tsinguidi
77 600
Sub‐Total
1,258,316
5. FMUs/FEUs for which memoranda of understanding have been signed but field work has not begun
Abala
Tala‐Tala
Jua‐Ikié
Babama
Louvakou
Matsanga
Ngongo‐Nzambi
Loumongo
Kola
Louéssé
Nkola
Sub‐Total

510 920
621 120
671 366
145 000
124 280
139 000
154 274
221 708
91 146
120 600
188 406
2 987 820
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Annexe 4 : Processes of forest concessions allocation by the Forestry Commission (source: REM, on the basis of the Forest Code)
MPA and IPA allocation process for an FMU/FEU prior to reaching the Forest Commission

Art 148
and
149,
decree

Art 159,
decree

Submission of applicant
dossiers

Art 158
and
159,
decree

Transmission of dossiers

DGEF
(Technical committee)

MEF

Pre-award

DDEF and its
constituencies

Legal text

Tender for MPA and IPA

Art 159,
decree
Art 160,
decree

Existence of judicial
record
Incomplete

Study of the moral
character of
applicant

Review of property and assets
declared by bidders to verify
technical capacity of applicant

Rejected

Examination of dossiers in legal
context (forestry code)

Forestry
Commission

Accepted

Transmission of dossiers
2 weeks before date of
committee review

Selection process by the Forestry Commission
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MPA and IPA allocation process for an FMU/FEU after reaching the Forestry Commission
Legal text

Pre award

Process prior to reaching the Forestry Commission

Art 161,
décret

Art 161
(2 et 3),
décret

Examination of accepted dossiers focusing on administrative, financial and
professional competency of applicant

Cancellation of
permit

Forestry Commission

Art 165,
décret

Art
166(1),
decree
Art 153,
166,
167,
decree
Art 169,
decree
Art 153,
154,
167,
170,
decree
Art
166(2),
decree

Selection of successful
candidate and runner up

Notification by letter of approved and rejected
bidders

Applicant confirms on
schedule?

No

Consultation of
runner up

Confirmed on
schedule?

4 weeks to pay the deposit:
5 million if investments < 1 billion
1% of investments if > 5 billion
Deposit reimbursable (50%/year) if clauses are
respected
Yes
The negotiations are between the DGEF,
DDEF the sector concerned and
candidates approved

Opening of negotiations on terms of agreement
and financial deposit

Completion of terms of agreement

Yes

Terms of agreement between
applicant and government signed

No
Deposit
reimbursed

New invitation to
tender announced

No
signature

No

OK?

Yes

Terms of agreement
signed
(MPA/IPA) after DGEF
approval

Publication of terms of
agreement
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Appendix 5: List of the Principal Observations from REM in Regard to Logging Companies (source: validated OIF reports, 1st half of 2008)
REPORT

01/OIF/REM

02/OIF/REM

03/OIF/REM

04/OIF/REM

05/OIF/REM

06/OIF/REM

COMPANY

SOFIA

MAMBILI WOOD

SICOFOR

FORALAC

CITB QUATOR

Nouvelle TRABEC

FMU/FEU

Abala FMU

Mambili FMU

Cotovindou FEU

Nkola FEU

Nanga FEU

Boubissi FEU

Department

Plateaux

Cuvette Centre

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Mission

November 2007

February 2008

March 2008

March 2008

March 2008

March 2008

● 2007 installation permit

● Additional 2007 ACP

● 2007 ACP

● Various permits from
2005 to 2008

-

● Field documents =
poorly kept, volume
report missing
● Waybills = not used at
the time of the mission

● Waybills = too full

●Waybills = poorly kept

● Poor keeping of field
documents
●Poor keeping of waybills
(inscription contradicting
timber marks)

● Poor keeping of field
documents (not up-todate at the time of the
mission)
●Poor keeping of waybills

-

● Last field documents

-

●sawmill lumber entry

-

SYSTEMATIC REMARKS
Felling request
submitted after
deadline
Poor keeping of
field documents

● 2006 ACP

● Field documents =
poorly kept, volume
report missing
● Waybills = handwritten, crossed-out
passages
Missing documents (field, sawmill)
Felling outside
limits
Felling timber
without a permit

for 2007 AL

89

88

register

90 91 92

- -

-

-

93

94

-

-

-

95

-

-

96

-

88

OSO No. 107 dated 02.10.06 for failure to submit the 2007 annual felling request before the regulatory deadline.
OSO No. 025 dated 06.04.07 issued by the DDEFK for fanciful declaration of annual felling counts.
90
OSO No. 070 dated 22.11.07 issued by the DDEFK for refusal to submit field documents and waybills.
91
OSO No. 082 dated 20.12.06 issued by the DDEFK and the DDEFPN for failure to update sawmill entry registers.
92
OSO No. 002 dated 12.01.07 for transportation of timber without an administrative permit.
93
OSO No. 039 dated 23.07.07 for felling outside the limits of the 2007 AFP.
94
OSO No. 007 dated 30.01.08 issued by the DDEFK for felling beyond the annual cutting permit limits.
95
OSO No. 03 dated 02.08.07 issued by the DDEFCu for unauthorised felling.
89
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REPORT

01/OIF/REM

02/OIF/REM

03/OIF/REM

04/OIF/REM

05/OIF/REM

06/OIF/REM

COMPANY

SOFIA

MAMBILI WOOD

SICOFOR

FORALAC

CITB QUATOR

Nouvelle TRABEC

FMU/FEU

Abala FMU

Mambili FMU

Cotovindou FEU

Nkola FEU

Nanga FEU

Boubissi FEU

Department

Plateaux

Cuvette Centre

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Mission

November 2007

February 2008

March 2008

March 2008

March 2008

March 2008

Unauthorised
felling (species /
number / diameter)
Abandoning timber

● Felling of several
unauthorised species

-

97

98

99

● Felling of unauthorised
species 100

● 30 Azobe logs in the
park

-

-

-

-

-

Poor opening /
maintenance of
trails
No markings (logs,
stumps and
abutments)

● Insufficient distance
between pegs and
number
● Lack of timber marks
and illegible numbers (16
stumps and 3 abutments)

-

-

-

-

●lack of markings (2
stumps)

●Not maintaining
secondary trails and lack
of markings
-

Unresolved
litigation

● Amount was not able to ● FCFA 6 750 000 at the
be evaluated accurately
time of the mission

● Poor marking (paint)
and poor numbering of
pegs
● lack of markings (6
stumps and 3 abutments)
● Lack of timber marks (4
logs, 1 stump)
● FCFA 6 000 000 at the
time of the mission

● FCFA 5 800 000 at the
time of the mission

Failure to fulfil
contractual
obligations on time

● None of the obligations
for 2007 had been
fulfilled

● FCFA 7 956 000 as at
31 December 2007
● an additional FCFA
700 000 at the time of the
mission linked to 2 OSOs
issued in 2008
● Partial fulfilment of
contractual obligations

-

● None of the obligations
for 2007 had been
fulfilled

● None of the obligations
had been fulfilled except
the logging camp
● The agreement did not
include obligations
towards the Department
and the Administration

● Obligations to workers
not fulfilled
● Rest partially fulfilled

●Obligations relating to
the development of the
Department partially
fulfilled

96

OSO No. 015 dated 28.01.07 issued by the DDEFK for felling species without authorisation.
OSO No. 040 dated 23.07.07 issued by the DDEFK for logging in excess of the number authorised in the 2007 ACP.
98
OSO No. 008 dated 30.01.08 issued by the DDEFK for felling below the minimum exploitable diameter.
99
OSO No. 015 dated 28.02.07 issued by the DDEFK for logging in excess of the authorised number and felling unauthorised species.
100
OSO issued in 2007 by the DDEFK for felling in excess of the authorised quota.
97
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REPORT

01/OIF/REM

02/OIF/REM

03/OIF/REM

04/OIF/REM

05/OIF/REM

06/OIF/REM

COMPANY

SOFIA

MAMBILI WOOD

SICOFOR

FORALAC

CITB QUATOR

Nouvelle TRABEC

FMU/FEU

Abala FMU

Mambili FMU

Cotovindou FEU

Nkola FEU

Nanga FEU

Boubissi FEU

Department

Plateaux

Cuvette Centre

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Kouilou and Pointe Noire

Mission

November 2007

February 2008

March 2008

March 2008

March 2008

March 2008

State of progress
for the
Management Plan

● Memorandum of
understanding signed (13
February 2007)
● Work not begun
● Memorandum of
understanding not signed

● Memorandum of
understanding signed for
the company’s FEUs (08
December 2006)
● Work not begun
● Memorandum of
understanding not signed

Management modalities
will be modified when the
current contract is
converted into an
Agreement
● Memorandum of
understanding not signed

The Agreement (IPA)
does not provide for
management
implementation by the
company but by the MEF
● Memorandum of
understanding not signed

● Memorandum of
understanding signed (6
March 2008)
● Work has begun

State of progress
for SAPUs

The Agreement (IPA)
does not provide for
management
implementation by the
company but by the MEF
● Memorandum of
understanding not signed

● Memorandum of
understanding not signed

OTHER REMARKS
●The company exported
25% of the timber
produced, or 10% over
the authorised quota

Non-compliance
with the 85/15
quota
Non-compliance
with planned
equipment
investments
Land conflicts
between logger &
population
Hygiene and safety ● No helmets, gloves,
rules
masks or safety glasses
to protect from sawing
debris
Other

● Equipment investments
were not fully made
● Existence of conflicts
between the logger and
the local populations

● Environmental impact
study not done
● Memorandum of
understanding not signed
with PN
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Annexe 6: List of main observations from REM relative to MEF (Source : Validated reports from REM, 1st half of 2008)
REPORT

01/OIF/REM

02/OIF/REM

03/OIF/REM

04/OIF/REM

05/OIF/REM

06/OIF/REM

COMPANY

SOFIA

MAMBILI WOOD

SICOFOR

FORALAC

CITB QUATOR

Nouvelle TRABEC

FMU/FEU

FMU Abala

FMU Mambili

FEU Cotovindou

FEU Nkola

FEU Nanga

FEU Boubissi

Department

Plateaux

Cuvette Centre

Kouilou et Pointe Noire

Kouilou et Pointe Noire

Kouilou et Pointe Noire

Kouilou et Pointe Noire

● Non respect of
allocation timelines of
cutting permits

● Absence of inventory for
annual cutting permit
extension given
in“emergency situation”

● Respect of planned
timelines
● Adoption of new
allocation timelines
concerning the extension
of Annual Cutting Permits

● Adoption of terms
enabling the realisation of
an inventory of
exploitation where needed

ANNUAL CUTTING PERMIT ALLOCATION (DDEF)

OBS. A

● Non respect of
allocation timelines and
duration of the “special”
cutting permit

● Field documents
provided by DDEF prior to
approval of the
autorisation of installation

● Non respect of
allocation timelines,
duration and area of
cutting permits

● Non respect of
allocation timelines, and
area of cutting permits

REC. A

● Respect of timelines and ● Respect of the forest
documentation of the
legislation and explanation
reasons allowing
of circumstances which
allocation outside
led to acts by DDEF
timelines

● Respect of timelines
● Respect of legal
previewed for the
prescriptions
allocation of annual cutting
permits
● Administrative measures
against DDEF-K
● Modification of the area
of the annual cutting
permit extension

● Delays in writing and
handing in activity reports
(DDEF to DGEF)

● Delays in writing and
handing in activity reports
(DDEF to DGEF)

IDEM

IDEM

IDEM

OBS. B

● Delays in writing and
handing in activity reports
(DDEF to DGEF)
● Update of activity
reports

● Update of activity
reports

● Update of activity
reports

IDEM

IDEM

IDEM

DOCUMENT AVAILABILITY (DDEF)

REC. B
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FOLLOW UP OF LEGAL CASES (DDEF)
● Not observed
OBS. C

● Legal cases register not
updated
● All OSOs and
transaction
acts should be
immediately transcribed in
the adequate registers
and communicated to
other services concerned

REC. C

● Inaccurate infraction
names in the register
● Damages not taken into
account
● Improve the use of
registers and state acts
taken by DDEF

IDEM

IDEM

IDEM

IDEM

IDEM

IDEM

CONDITIONS TO OPERATE/ DDEF ACTIVITIES

OBS. D

REC. D

● Lack of MEF autonomy
from companies (cases of
missions to verify
inventories)
● Insufficient logistical and
financial means at DDEF
level
● Provide sufficient human
resources and equipment

● Inspections of artisanal
operations are rare
● Seizing equipment and
timber is not a sufficiently
efficient measure

● Lack of restitution of
field books within timelines

● DDEF-K did not have its
hammer during the
enforcement mission,
preventing the marking the
timber seized

● Undertake inspections
of artisanal exploitation
● Open a legal cases for
breaking seals
((SOVAREF de M.
Ossissou Jacques ;
Sénateur Dzanguet)
● Immobilise or transfer
seized timber under DDEF
supervision before
auctions

● Respect of timelines for
giving exploitation
documents back to the
company

● That DDEF-K ensures
that is has all necessary
tools to be able to
undertake a field
inspection
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OBSERVATIONS CONCERNING THE FOREST ADMINISTRATION

OBS. E

REC. E

OBS. F

REC. F

● Adoption of an
Administrative order which
reduced the original area
of an FMU by 35% without
consultation with
concerned parties;
including the forest
company

● Absence of contractual
obligations relative to
social economic
development of the
department and
functioning of MEF

● For improved
governance, any
modification of FMU limits
should be formally
considered through a
process involving the
different parties concerned
(forest company, local
authorities, other
ministries, etc)

● That the Forest
administration harmonises
agreements to ensure
equity among permit
holders

● Information provided to
REM is insufficient to
assess the legality of the
transfer process of the
Cotovindou FEU to
SICOFOR
● That the transfer
document elaborated by
SICOFOR’s legal adviser
be provided to determine
the legal nature of the
operation
● That MEF respects
procedures specifying that
in case of transfer of
assets, cancelled titles
should be returned to the
estate
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Appendix 7: Summary of the Unfulfilled Obligations of the Logging Companies Visited by REM (source: REM reports, 1st half of 2008)
Report No.

FMU/FEU

Company

Location

Observations in the Field

01/OIF/REM

ABALA FMU

SOFIA

PLATEAUX

(from 25 to 30
November
2007)
02/OIF/REM

MAMBILI FMU

MAMBILI
WOOD

CUVETTE
WEST

COTOVINDOU
FEU

SICOFOR

KOUILOU

NKOLA FEU

FORALAC

KOUILOU

The logging camp and all its
elements did not exist. Deemed
too close to the sawmill, its
installation, while started, was
interrupted.
The logging camp and all its
elements (school, infirmary,
visitor’s hut, water supply
system, and company store) did
not exist.
The logging camp exists but
does not contain a school,
company store, infirmary, water
supply system, or visitor’s hut
for MEF agents.
Everything was done except the
potable water system.

NANGA FEU

CITB QUATOR

KOUILOU

BOUBISSI FEU

NOUVELLE
TRABEC

KOUILOU

At Logging Camp

(from 17 to 24
February 2008)
03/OIF/REM
(from 09 to 20
March 2008)
04/OIF/REM

(from 20 to 31
March 2008)

06/OIF/REM
(from 20 to 31
March)

At the MEF
None of the obligations had been
fulfilled.

None of the obligations had been
fulfilled.

None of the obligations had been
fulfilled.

SICOFOR’s agreement did not provide
for obligations because they had
already been fulfilled by MAN FAI TAI,
of which SICOFOR is a continuation.

SICOFOR’s agreement did not provide
for obligations because they had
already been fulfilled by MAN FAI TAI,
of which SICOFOR is a continuation.

‐ Tchitondi‐Tchess road segment not
maintained.
‐ Lack of DGEF/logging company
negotiation for the signature of a
memorandum of understanding to
support socio‐economic development

Everything was done except the
formation of the Nzambi brigade.

The logging camp and all its
elements (school, infirmary,
visitor’s hut, water supply
system, and company store) did
not exist.

Everything was done.

Everything was done except the
construction of a school.

Tchissakata‐Tchitanzi road segment
not renovated and maintained.
‐ Magenga dispensary not renovated.
‐ Primary schools of Malemba and
Boubissi not repaired.

‐ Computer and printer not delivered
to the DGEF.
‐ Wireless telegraph not delivered to
the DGEF.
‐ All‐terrain motorcycle not delivered
to the DGEF.
Everything was done.

(from 09 to 20
March)

05/OIF/REM

In the Department
None of the obligations had been
fulfilled.
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Appendix 7 (cont):
REPORT 01/REM

Number of
obligations
fulfilled /
forescast

04/REM

05/REM

06/REM

FORALAC

CITB
QUATOR

FMU Abala

SICOFOR
FEU
Cotovindou

FEU Nkola

FEU Nanga

Nouvelle
TRABEC
FEU
Boubissi

nov-07

feb-08

mar-08

mar-08

mar-08

mar-08

0/6
0/6

0/6
0/2

1/6
NA

4/6
7/7

0/6
3/6

5/6
8/8

27.78%
62.07%

0/17
0%

0/1
0%

NA
16.67%

0/2
73.33%

7/8
50.00%

3/6
80.00%

29.41%

SOFIA

FMU/FEU
Mission
Logging
camp

% fulfilled

03/REM

MAMBILI
WOOD
FMU
Mambili

Company

MEF
socioeco
Dept
dev

02/REM

% done

Appendix 8: situation of tax collection and fine settlements for the forest units and
companies verified by REM during the 1st half of 2008 (source: DDEF’s 2007 reports and the
forest fund’s 2007 financial report)
Type of Tax

Total Amount (FCFA)

SOFIA Company – ABALA FMU
Felling Tax 101
Arrears
‐
2007 MAV
‐
additional 2007 MAV
‐
sub‐total 1
‐
Surface Area Charge
Arrears
52 067 500
2007 MAV
52 067 500
sub‐total 2
104 135 000
Logging Fine Settlements
Arrears
‐
2007 Settlements
‐
sub‐total 3
‐
Total
104 135 000
MAMBILI WOOD Company – Mambili FMU 102
Felling Tax
Arrears
‐
2007 MAV
‐
additional 2007 MAV
‐
sub‐total 1
‐

Amount Paid
(FCFA)

Balance due as at
31/12/07
(FCFA)

8 996 236
‐
‐
8 996 236

‐
‐
‐
‐

7 067 500
7 067 500
14 135 000

45 000 000
45 000 000
90 000 000

‐
5 600 000
5 600 000
28 731 236

‐
‐
‐
90 000 000

‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
‐

101

The DDEF Plateaux annual activity report was still not available when this report was written. Only the data from the 2nd
rd
and 3 quarter were available. There is no data on the amount of the felling tax for the Abala FMU in the Forest Fund’s
report.
102
The DDEF Cuvette annual activity report was still not available when this report was written. There is no data on the
amount of the area charge and felling tax for the Mambili FMU in the Forest Fund’s report.
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Type of Tax

Total Amount (FCFA)

Area Charge
Arrears
‐
2007 MAV
‐
sub‐total 2
‐
Logging Fine Settlements
Arrears
‐
2007 Settlements
6 750 000
sub‐total 3
6 750 000
Total
6 750 000
FORALAC Company – NKOLA FEU
Felling Tax
Arrears
‐
2007 MAV
26 939 638
additional 2007
‐
MAV 103
sub‐total 1
26 939 698
Area Charge
Arrears
31 544 412
2007 MAV
69 938 000
sub‐total 2
101 482 412
Logging Fine Settlements
Arrears
8 840 000
2007 Settlements
3 687 531
sub‐total 3
12 527 531
Total
140 949 641
CITB QUATOR Company – NANGA FEU
Felling Tax
Arrears
11 965 985
2007 MAV
0
additional 2007 MAV
0
sub‐total 1
11 965 985
Area Charge
Arrears
4 460 026
2007 MAV
4 100 000
sub‐total 2
8 560 026
Logging Fine Settlements
Arrears
2 500 000
2007 Settlements
3 300 000
sub‐total 3
5 800 000
Total
26 326 011
SICOFOR Company – COTOVINDOU FEU
Felling Tax

Amount Paid
(FCFA)

Balance due as at
31/12/07
(FCFA)

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

‐
‐
‐
0

‐
6 750 000
6 750 000
6 750 000

‐
17 510 804
‐

‐
9 428 894
‐

17 510 804

9 428 894

3 154 442
41 962 800
45 117 242

28 389 970
27 975 200
56 365 170

884 000
0
884 000
63 512 046

7 956 000
3 687 531
11 643 531
77 437 595

5 229 497
0
0
5 229 497

6 736 488
0
0
6 736 488

991 124
3 023 750
4 014 874

3 468 902
1 076 250
4 545 152

2 500 000
0
2 500 000
11 744 371

0
3 300 000
3 300 000
14 581 640

103

The missing data (on completion of the 2007 annual cut) correspond to information that was not available when the
report was written.
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Type of Tax

Total Amount (FCFA)

Arrears
‐
2007 MAV
93 878 567
additional 2007 MAV
18 559 436
sub‐total 1
112 438 003
Area Charge
Arrears
‐
2007 MAV
37 340 000
sub‐total 2
37 340 000
Logging Fine Settlements
Arrears
‐
2007 Settlements
6 000 000
sub‐total 3
6000 000
Total
155 778 003
NOUVELLE TRABEC Company – BOUBISSI FEU
Felling Tax
Arrears
‐
2007 MAV
43 941 430
additional 2007 MAV
15 791 385
sub‐total 1
59 732 815
Area Charge
Arrears
8 000 000
2007 MAV
40 000 000
sub‐total 2
48 000 000
Logging Fine Settlements
Arrears
‐
2007 Settlements
3 000 000
sub‐total 3
3 000 000
Total
110 732 815

Amount Paid
(FCFA)
‐
57 209 305
0
57 209 305

Balance due as at
31/12/07
(FCFA)
‐
36 669 262
18 559 436
55 228 698

‐
30 805 500
30 805

‐
6 534 500
6534 500

‐
1 000 000
1 000 000
58 240 110

‐
5 000 000
5 000 000
66 763 198

‐
37 469 147
15 791 385
53 260 532

‐
6 472 283
0
6 472 283

8 000 000
40 000 000
48 000 000

0
0
0

‐
3 000 000
3 000 000
104 260 532

‐
0
0
6 472 283

‐ : no information available
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Appendix 9: Export blockages issued during 2007 (source: PCPFE/SGS)
Reference

Date

017/MEFE/DGEF/DDEFN

26/01/2007 Non‐execution of the letter No.
1502/MEFE/DGEF/DF of 26/12/06 ordering the
DDEFs to report on the execution of moratoria
agreed upon by logging companies
21/02/2007 Non‐compliance with forest regulations

068/MEFE/DGEF/DDEFK‐SF

Reason

Companies
FORALAC; CITB‐
Quator; ASIA CONGO
Industries; SFIB
Lexilian Wood Congo
(LWC)
SPIEX

105/MEFE/DGEF/DDEFK‐SF

22/03/2007 Non‐payment of a settlement

062/MEF/DGEF/DGEF/DDEFPN

19/04/2007 Failure to send waybills to the Water and Forests FORALAC; COFIBOIS;
control post at the port
EFGC; IFO; LT; CIB;
CITB‐QUATOR
19/04/2007 Obtaining a valid approval certificate
Loading and Transport
Company
02/05/2007 Non‐payment of settlements.
TAMAN INDUSTRIES

063/MEF/DGEF/DDEFPN‐SVRF
049/MEF/DGEF/DF
074/MEFE/DGEF/DDEFN

‐

08/05/2007 For failure to pay taxes and for refusing to sign
their various moratoria
11/05/2007 Failure to fulfil commitments to the Forest
Administration
15/05/2007 Failure to present the original specification and
D6 to the Forest Administration, mid February
2007
22/05/2007 Non‐fulfilment of specific obligations in cahier de
charges
19/06/2007 Non‐payment of felling taxes (LOPOLA company)
and non‐payment of forest settlements (MOKABI
company)
27/06/2007 Non‐compliance with cahier de charges

CITB‐Quator; SADEF

01250/MEF/DGEF/DF

31/10/2007 Non‐payment of forest taxes

BPL; LT; ITBL

558/MEF/DGEF/DDEFK‐SF

28/11/2007 Non‐payment of forest tax payments due

FORALAC

606/MEF/DGEF/DDEFK‐SF

27/12/2007 Non‐payment of forest tax payments due

SICOFOR; FORALAC

027/MEF/DGEF/DDEFPN‐SVRF

BUIC

056/MEF/DGEF/DDEFPN

25/01/2008 Seizure of teak in the Pointe Noire port
(SOCOMAB log pond)
10/04/2008 Non‐compliance with forest tax payment
moratoria
06/05/2008 Non‐compliance with forest tax payment
moratoria and contractual obligations (delivery
of two TOYOTA Pick‐Ups)
12/06/07
Non‐fulfilment of specific obligations in cahier de
charges
‐
Settlement in arrears for the year 2006.

000465/MEF/CAB‐DCOOP

‐

091/MEF/DGEF/DDEFPN‐SVRF
086/MEF/DGEF/DDEFP‐SYRF

0552/MEF/DGEF/DF
0745/MEF/DGEF

00574/MEF/DGEF/DF
00675/MEF/DGEF/DF‐

‐

Conflict between companies: MASIKO private
limited company and Asia Congo Industries (ACI).

FORALAC; SICOFOR;
CITB‐QUATOR
T.T.A. (TIMBER
TRADING AFRIQUE)
FCA

BPL
BPL; MOKABI

Thanry‐Congo; ITBL
BPL

COFIBOIS; SPIEX
COFIBOIS; CITB‐
QUATOR‐TRANSLEK
Asia Congo Industries

‐ = not indicated or not visible on the photocopy
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